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ma spatial distribution of female Tabanidae and 
Simnliidae among terrestrial habitats was investigated during 
June-July of 1988 and 1989 in central Newfoundland. Tabanid 
~oll~ctiona from modified Manitoba and Box traps consistad 
predminantly of species 1,931) with a much lower 
proportion of Pvbonitra species. The four most common species 
in both years were r. w, r. Z&&!E, c. furcatus and 
C. zinzalus. In blackfly collaotions, sampled using dry-ice- 
baited stioky traps or a combination of landing counts and 
weep netting, there was a predominance (r95t) of Eusirpuliun 
-adminisulum, an ornithophilic species; &h&lbm 
~e~enustm/veracundun complex and ~oaimuliu~n &&m were also 
present. 
Tabanids wee collected from five different habitat 
types: blacX SprUEe forest, fen, bog, regrll-ovrh and dirt road. 
Tabanid abundance was generally larest on the bog and road, in 
1988, and lcrest on the regrowth and road in 1989. In both 
years, tabanide were moat abundant in the fen. Factors 
affecting spatial distribution, includingdietanca from larval 
habitat, dispersal ability of adults and presence of nectar 
80urce8 01. hosts in a habitat are discussed, as well as the 
e f f e c t  of trapping methods en re la t ive  abundanse and species 
solposition. 
of t i e  fear most common tabanid species, r. and 
r. appeared t o  locate  tho t raps  more eff ic ient ly  in 
open habi ta ts  while r. and r. z h z a h m  were trapped 
most often in  a wooded habitat.  Clearing of foreeted land 
during elear-cut logging operations wi l l  l ike ly  muse  e s h i f t  
i n  speaiee compcsition from the preferentially sylvan species 
t o  those preferring open habitats.  
Blackflie8 were collected from three dif ferenthabi ta ts :  
fen, woods and regrowth area. These c ~ l l e c t i o n s  support the  
idea of habi ta t  preferences for  some species of b i t i n g  f l i e s .  
s i n c e  b lackf l ies ,  almost exclusively E u s i m l h  
BUR)BdmlnlEU1Un, were trapped primarily in  t h e  fen and rarely 
i n  t h e  woods. 
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The adult females of many dear fly, horse fly (Diptera 
(Braohycera): Tabanidae) and blackfly species (Diptera 
(Nsmatocera): simuliidae) are known to blood feed ( W e n k  1981, 
Teekey 1990) and, in doing so, harass the host upon which they 
are feeding (medeen 1969, Lewis and Leprince 1981. N ~ c c  1982, 
TePkey 1990). Tabanids blood-fee'? primarily on large. 
warm-blooded animals (Teskey 19901 although they likely make 
some use of small mamala, birds and reptilee (Smith & ql. 
1970, chv6la &&. 1972, Levis and Bennett 1977). Blackflies 
may be classified as either msmalophilie or ornithophilic 
(Wenk 1981) depending on their host. In Canada, deer flies 
and horse flies are widely distributed south of the tree line, 
especially in areas where moist soil, marshes or bogs provide 
breading habitats (Peshuman and Taskey 1981). BlacXflies are 
common in areas where streams or rivars provide suitable 
habitat for larval development (Peterson 1981). 
The present research was carried out in conjunotion with 
a study, by the Nau:oundland and labrador Wildlife Division, 
to determine the effeots of logging on woodland oaribou 
(w L.) in the Northwest Gander-Great Gull- 
Southwest Gander River region of central Newfoundland. 
Studies of woodland caribou on the Avalon Peninsula, 
Newfoundland. suggested that the seasonal dispersal of those 
~aribov from open bsreens into forest cover around the 
beginning of July war a means of seeking relief from biting 
insects (Bergerud 1974). of concern, then, in the NW ~ander 
area, war the destruction of potantial "insect-raliaf" habitat 
by clear-cut logging operations. comparing the distribution 
of simuliids and tabanids, in open habitats and forested 
area-, was the first step in testing the hypothesis that fly 
attack rate differs between habitats and thus influences 
caribou habitat preference. 
The behavioural reapmse of caribou and other ungulates 
to attack by simuliids or tsbanids is indicative of the 
severity of harassment. An uungr2late being harassed by biting 
tabanids will exhibit head and body shaking, biting at the 
fly, scratching with a hoof and auddan bursts of running 
(cattle: Levis and Leprinoo 1981. Perichet g l .  1986; caribou: 
Helle and Aspi 1984) 411 aimed at removing the flies or 
preventing them from settling. cattle will stop grazing and 
sometimes stampede when blackflies become very abundant 
(Golini & 81. 1976. medeen 1977). 
Rarassment by biting flies has a potentially negative 
efieat OD the health of the animals baing harassed. Changes 
in activity pattern have been well-documented for caribou. 
which tend to increase the amount of tima spent walking. 
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standing, t ro t t ing  and runningwhile decreasing tha t imo spent 
feeding and lying down (White 41. 1975, Reimers 1980. 
Domas a a. 1986). Such a s h i f t  in a c t i v i t y  can lead t o  
reduced ra tes  of wovth and fattening during t h e  summer 
(Reinera. 1980). This can, in turn, a f f e s t  t h e  growth, and 
ultimately, the survival of calves from females which have e 
low nutr i t ional  s t a t u s  (Helle and Tarvainen, 1984). 
I n  many oases, animals se lec t  habitats which reduce t h e  
r a t e  of attack by b i t ing  f l i e r .  c a t t l e  may move i n t o  pools or 
water, dense brush o r  inside buildings t o  escape a t task  by 
blsakfliee (Fredeen 1969) and horses have been observed t o  
move t o  bare sandy areas which have a decreased level  of 
tabanid harassment (Dunean and CDvtan 1980, Hughes & a. 
1981). Barrenwound caribou wi l l  move t o  putative insest- 
r e l i e f  apace a t  increased a l t i tudes  inmountains, and on wind- 
swept ridges, snow patshss and unvegetated areas (skoog 1968, 
Wh3.te 81. 1975, Domes a a. 1986). Woodland car ibm have 
been reported, on t h e  one hand, t o  use shorelines, exposed 
ridges o r  open muskeg f o r  re l ie f  from bi t ing  insects  (Edmonds 
and Bloomfield 1984) hut, as mentioned e a r l i e r ,  a move from 
Open barrens t o  forested areas has also been suggested as a 
response t o  insect haraeament (Bergerud 1974). 
Harassment r e s u l t s  from the  blood-feeding a o t i v i t i e s  of 
t h e  females of many species of tabanide and simuliide whish 
need the  additional protein of a blood meal t o  complete t h e i r  
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cycle oE ovariandevalopment. Of the four genera of Tabanidae 
Present in Newfoundland, all species of Chlys~pb. Hybomitra 
and TaBams are known to blocd-feed on m m a l s  but, in the 
genus Atylotus, &. thoracicus (mine) has never been observed 
taking a blood-meal (Terkay 19901. Many tabanid species can 
complete one qonotrophic cycle autqenously hefore mating and 
Seeking a blood meal (Andareon 1971, Leprinca and Lewis 1983) 
although a complete list of species which have thie capability 
has not yet been compiled (Teskey 1990). Of the 21 species of 
blackflies described for the island, only a few are considered 
major pests of mamale: the ~ustum/verecundq. 
complex, ProsimuUum W Syme and Daviae, Ste.ol)terna 
us.t&a (Mslloch), x&&m zetterstedt and 
Walker (Lawis and Bennett 1973, MeCreadie 1983). 
Furthermore, many blackfly species do not need a blood meal to 
produce the first batch of eggs, including P. st. 
im&&a, S. xikt&!m and s. decDrUU (Lewis and Bennett 1973). 
If host animals, such as caribou, appear to choose 
oertain habitats in ordar to reduce the amount of insect 
harassment, the question arises as to why we might expect 
differences in harassment potential between habitats. The 
extant to which the preferred habitats of the host and the 
adult fly overlap will be a key factor influencing the amount 
of harassment (Smith & a. 1970). A number of studies 
indicate that tabanids and blackflies do not randomly disperse 
I 
but rather show differensas in abundance and speciaa 
composition between habitats (eixuliida: Bennett and Pallis 
1971, Bllldwin & gl. 1975, Martin 1987; tabanids: Smith & gl. 
1970, Dale and Axtell 1976, ~hibault and Harper 1983). 
The final habitat of the adult female depends partly on 
its ~bility to disperse iron tha habitat in whish the larvae 
develop, as well as the requirements of the adult fly. 
Tabanid larvae are generally found in wet or moist conditions 
in ponds, streams, damp soil or sphagnum bogs although a few 
are reparted to develop in relatively dry m i l  or rotting wood 
(Peohuman 1981). The davelopentof blaskfly larvae and pupae 
is usually restricted to running water (Peterson 1981). 
Movement away from the emergence site brings the adult fly 
into a habitat where it is likely to contact a host. Release 
and recapture experiments with tabanids have recorded flights 
up to 6.8 km (sheppard and Wilson 1976). Studies of blackfly 
dispereal (Beldvin&el. 1975, Redeen 1977, Ryan andnilchie 
1982) indicate that blackflies generally travel farther from 
the emergence site than tabanida (Bennett and Smith 1968, 
sheppard and Wilson 1976). Wenk (1981) classified blaafly 
movement to a new habitat as either "dispersal", movement 
dstsmined by the flight capabilities of the insest. or 
"migration" in whish the inseat has less control and ia 
carried great distances by the wind. After emergence, the 
females of both tabanida and aimvliida may engage in mting 
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and naotar feeding before seeking a blood moal (Sutsliffe 
1986, Teskey 1990). 
Habitat selection was defined by Smith (1966) as the 
Liret step in host-seeking, before specific orientation 
behavioura are brought into play. Once located in a 
'preferred' habitat, vision and olfaction ara used in an 
interactive manner by tabanida and simuliids orienting to a 
host (Bradbury and Bennett 1974b. McElligott and McIver 1987). 
It would seen that tabanids rely on visual features as the 
initial nachanism for orienting to the host since olfaction 
most effectively enhances the attraction at distancss of 3 m 
or lass (McElligott and MeIver 19871. For blackfliea, odour 
is thought to be a long.- to niddle-range attractant, involving 
~ p e o i f i ~  host odours and carbon dioxide, with vision directing 
orientation at closer ranges, between 0-180 a (Bradbury and 
Bennett1974b). several factors such as EOIOU~, contrast with 
the environment and shape of the target are involved in the 
visual attraction of tabanids (Allsn and StofPolano 1986) and 
simuliide (Bradbury and Bennett 1974a. 1971b). The relative 
importance of sight, carbon dioxide emission and host odour 
nay vary with habitat for host-seeking blackflies (Thompson 
1976a, l976b) and possibly rortabanids, although this has not 
been studied. An understanding of visual and olfactory 
attrastion has been used to develop methods of trapping and 
sampling biting flies. 
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The present study investigated the distribution of 
host-seeking tabanide and simuliids between a number of 
vegetatively different habitats in caribou smer  range. The 
initial objective was to test whether forested areas had a 
sufficiently lover biting fly population to support the 
suggestion that forest habitats provide a "fly-relief" 
habitat. The etudy aeeeesed the relative abundanse and 
species composition between forested andopen areas, including 
areas disturbed by clear-cut logging and road building 
activities. 
METHODS 
a. UTVDY 1RM 
The study area was losated in the NW Gander-Great oull-sw 
Gander River drainage basin of central Newfoundland (Pig. 1) 
(55. 15'W, 48. 301N). This region of the province is located 
in the Central uplands climatic zone (Banfield 1983) and was 
designated as the central Newfoundland Forest ecoregion by 
Daman (1983). A pulp and paper EOlnpanY has based cutting 
operations in this area since 1981 which has resulted in a 
network of dirt roads providing access to the area. 
Trapping programs to compare tabanid and blackfly 
populations in different habitats were located in a 12 knz 
region around Owl Pond (Fig. I). This area war chosen as the 
study site because it has a wide variety of habitats 
representative of the types of habitats found throughout the 
area of matting operations. The sampling was limited to this 
relatively small area to avoid the possible effects of large- 
scale, regional distribution patterns of tabanids and 
blackflies (Teskay 1960, Matthyssa & a. 1974, Golini and 
Wright 1978). All sites were easily accessible from the 
logging roads. Three main rivers, N!4 G?l.der, Gull and SW 
Gander, are within 4-12 kilometres of the study area; several 
Figure 1. "NW Gander" study area located around O w l  Pond i n  
t h e  NW Gander-Great Gull-SW Gender River basin, 
NI. S i t e s  are ident i f i ed  where trapping was 
carried out t o  compare abundance of tabanids i n  
d i f ferent  habi ta t s  i n  1988 ( ) and 1989 ( . ) and 
where abundance i n  the  sane type o f  habi ta t  was 
compared i n  1989 1 A ) .  lone of  the  wooded areas 

! 
small ponds (1 km* or larger) are near or within the area. 
8 .  -ITAT TYPE0 
Pive major habitat types (Plg. 2) vere selected for 
compris~n In both the 1988 and 1989 field seasons: blaok 
Spruce forest, fen, bog, regrowth and dirt road. Peatlands 
!sere placed into a general category as described by Wells and 
Pollett (1983) vhila forest olaasifioation was outlined by I 
Meadss and Moores (1989). Plants ware classified acsordlnqto 
Peteraon and McKenny (1968) and Ryan 11978). The follaring 
habitat descriptions also include a general deasriptian of. 
ewosure to wind and soil moisture. Since s number of 
different sites Within each type of habitat wore sampled, and 
bemuse sone of the sites differed between field reasons, the 
descriptions refer to the habitat type in general, as opposed 
to a speoitic location. 
1. ro=.t 
The forest was a ~onbinati~n of Black Spruce- 
Peathernosslvary dry and Cladonia-Kalmia-Black Spruce forest 
types (Fig. 211). It was comprised almost entirely of black 
rpruse 1- mrlsw (Mill.) B.S.P.]. about 10-12 m high, 
with an open, mossy understorey. Sh-p laurel (KaUa 
Pique. a .  Five habitat types used in cmparisons of tabanid 
and siauliid abundance: A) Forest 8) Fen C )  Bog 
Dl Regrowth El Road. 

nrmetifc4k L.) , Labrador tea (m r n l  oeder), 
hnchberry (Qxnw Eanadenrris L.) and ~ a r i b o u  moos (- 
spp.) were abundant in  alearings. The ground was damp and 
mossy i n  t h e  canopied areas but dr ier  i n  the  clearings. The 
forest was the most sheltered of a l l  t h e  habitats with l i t t l e  
wind detected there even on the  windiest days. 
2 .  9.D 
Fens (Fig. 28) wars typified by grasses and sedges. 
between 20-50 m high although sphagnum loso (S&maw spp.) 
was common throughout t h e  area. Occasional stunted larch 
trees (U LazWna (DURoi) K.Koch) were present. 
Conditions were wetter than in any other habitat;  large pools 
of water (up t o  loo m') ware c m o n  and, in  one fen, a strealp 
was present. This habitat was open; usually bordered on one 
side by a road and surrounded on the  remaining aides by black 
s p m ~ e  f o r e s t  a t  leas t  25 m sway. 
3. Beg 
=he large ,  domed bogs (Fig. 2C)  han cp:-gnum moss as the  
dominant vegetation, aa opposed t o  t h e  predominantly grassy 
nature of t h e  Fens. The vegetation was generally law (under 
50 cm) and included oaribou moss, bakeapple (B!d!XlS 
L.) , leatherleaf (charnaeda~hm calvsulafa (L.) noinoh). 
orowberry (Elr trum ni-m I.), sheep laure l  and Labrador tea. 
Raised clumps of stunted bleck spruoe, "tuckamore", were 
rcatteredthroughout the  area. Conditions were generally damp 
but not a s  wet as i n  the  fen; open pools (up t o  100 ma) were 
present only on t h e  edges of t h e  b q .  The two bogs ursd i n  
t h e  atudy, both bordered by black spruce fores t ,  were larger 
and more exposed than tha fans. 
I .  R.gl~wth 
A number of open and exposed regrowth areas (Fig. 20)  had 
resulted from cut t ing  operations which were car r ied  out i n  the 
Owl Pond region about two t o  thrsa  years before th ia  study 
began. Patches of hare ground ware present although some 
regeneration by low herbaeous p lants  and scattered small 
shrubs had taken place. The dominant shrubs were sheep laure l  
and small black spruce while various mosses, blueberry 
(vaociniun 9naust i fo lhm Ait.) and bunchberry ware cornon 
groundcover. Regrowth areas were generally bordered by a 
logging road on one or two s ides  and black spruce fores t  on 
t h e  remaining edges. The moil was often rocky with l i t t l e  
humus and usually dry. 
5. R0.d 
The road habi ta te  ware bulldozed feeder roads (Fig. 2E). 
about 1 0  m vide ,  with no vege ta t ion  and normally bordered by 
c lea r -cu t  areas. They were exposed t o  t h e  wind except where 
l a r g e ,  e a r t h  banks, up t o  2 n, i n  he igh t ,  had been p i l ed  up 
during cons t ruc t ion .  
C. l'RlP DBlrDX 
A number of  t r app ing  methods were used t o  assess the  
r e l a t i v e  abundance and spec ies  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of t aban ids  and 
s i lnu l i ids  between d i f f e r e n t  hab i t a t s .  Al l  sampling methods 
ware designed t o  c o l l e c t  only a d u l t  f ena les  which were 
sea rch ing  fo r  a blood meal. It was assumed t h a t  t h e  a b i l i t y  
of a female t aban id  o r  aimuli id t o  loca te  a t r a p ,  composed of 
visual and o l f a c t o r y  s t imul i ,  i n  a c e r t a i n  h a b i t a t  is 
comparable t o  its a b i l i t y  t o  loca te  a h o s t ,  such as a caribou,  
i n  M a t  h a b i t a t .  Th i s  assumption i s  based on a considerable 
body of da ta  concerning t h e  hoat-seeking behaviour o f  tabanids 
and aimuli ids (smith 1966, Browne and Bennett  1980, S u t o l i f f e  
1986. MoElligott  and Mcrver 1967). 
1. Tmpm for supl ing Tabanid.. 
n o  types o f  carbon-dioxide-baited t r a p s  were used t o  
s o l l s c t  tabanids1 a Manitoba t r a p  (Pig.  3A) a a l i f i e d  from 
m o r s t e i n s o n  & a. (1965), and a BOX t r a p  (Fig.  3 8 )  modified 
from Bennett and smith (1966). Manitoba tesps were used i n  
t h e  1988 season s i n c e  a numb- of s t u d i e s  found t h i s  t r a p  t o  
16 
siguro 3. mo types of traps for sampling Tabanidae: 
A) Manitoba trap B) Box trap. 

be e f f i s i e n t  in  trapping horse f l i e s  (Bennett and Smith 1968, 
Pechunan and Burton 1969. Thompson 1970). The Primary 
collection method was changed t o  Box traps, however, i n  1989 
sinoe preliminary s tudies  i n  1987 using these t r a p s  (Graham, 
unpub.) had oollacted higher numbers of tabanids than did t h a  
Manitoba t raps  i n  1988 (see also  section 3.11.5). 
Beth the  Manitoba and Box trapa used a combination of 
visual and olfactory fea tures  t o  a t t r a s t  tabanid.. A dark 
blue target  was used i n  both cases, a c i r c l e  painted on a 
baff le  f o r  the Manitoba t r a p  and a blue bucket f o r  t h e  Box 
trap. Browne and Bennett (1980) found dark blue t o  be 
consistently a t t r a c t i v e  t o  and Hvboaierll. Traps were 
baited with carbon dioxide, i n  the  form of dry i c e  (releasing 
appx. 250 mL Cozjmin), since i t s  preeence grea t ly  increases 
t r a p  catches of tabanids (Roberts 1971, Knox and Mays 1972). 
i )  ~ m i t o b .  t r a p  
The canopy of t h e  Manitoba t rap ,  Eonatructcd from white 
netting, formed a cone t h a t  was attached a t  t h e  top t.0 a r ing  
ot PVC pipe (=a. 1 2  cn diameter r 4 om length) f i t t e d  inside 
a larger  oylinder of PVC pipe (sa. 15 Ern diameter x 20 cm 
length) and secured by two screws. A col lec t ing  jar, f i t t e d  
with a one-way oonical entrance, was placed i n t o  t h e  top of 
the  la rger  PVc pipe. The t r a p  wae supported by a cent ra l  pole 
(1.5-1.75 2 m high). attached with a cross-screw arrangement 
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t o  t h e  sent re  of the  pipe, and four guy ropes were "cod t o  
s take  out  the aides of the canopy. A dark blue (Chevron nlue, 
Canadian Tire Corp.. Toronto, Ontario, Canada) c i r c l e  about 50 
cm i n  diameter was painted on each side of an X-shaped baff le  
hung under the  canopy. The baff le  was added t o  t h e  t r a p  i n  an 
attempt t o  increase t h e  efficiency of the  t r a p  for  f l i e s  
p a r a s i t i c  on caribou, namely warble f l i e s  (ocdcnasena 
(L.)) and nose bots (Ceohenwvia- (Hodeer)) (J. Anderaon 
pers. corn.), which, since they are known t o  harass caribou, 
were a lso  of in teres t .  The target ,  on the  baff le ,  was hung 
between 0.5 and 1 m high which i s  similar t o  t h e  optimum 
height discovered by Joyoe end Hanaens (1968). Schulze & d. 
(1975) and Roberta (1976). Traps were baited with dry ice 
(=a. 250 9) placed ins ide  a dark blue bucket which was hung a t  
a height of 1 n from the  cent ra l  pole. The dry ice was 
insulated with layers of sphagnum moss t o  extend t h e  t i n e  of 
miss ion ,  and carbon dioxide was released through f ive  holes 
(9 m diameter) in  t h e  bottom of t h e  bucket. The collecting 
j a r  with insects  was e i t h e r  placed in  a freezer or a small 
square of Vapona' (diohlorvas insecticide) was placed in  the  
opening. 
The ta rget  was changed in  1989 f o r  two reasons: there  
yere very few p a r a s i t i c  f l i e s  trapped using t h e  t a r g e t  on the 
baff le ,  and t h e  use of a baff le  considerably increased the 
time naaded t o  s a t  up a t rap .  Thus, i n  1989, three  dark blue 
bnckets t i e d  together s i d e  by s ide  ware used as a t a r g e t  and 
no baff le  was used. These buckets were hung from t h e  cent ra l  
pole, a t  a height of about 1 m, and baited with carbon dioxide 
in  t h e  manner described previously. 
i i l  BOX t r a p  
The Box t r a p  was a simple box (=a. 50 x 50 x 50 am) 
constmoted from white ne t t ing  and open on t h e  bottom exsept 
f o r  a 10 om in tarnal  f l a p  which decreased t h e  l o s s  of f l i e s  
arawling down the  s ides  and out t h e  battom. The net was 
supported by s t r ings  a t  each corner, top and bottom, which 
were t i e d  t o  four poles (or  t r e e s ) .  The bottom o r  t h e  box was 
approximately 1 m above the  ground and t h e  ta rget ,  again a 
dark blue bucket, was hung so t h a t  t h e  top was j u s t  below t h e  
bottom of t h e  box. The bucket was baited with dry i c e  in  t h e  
same manner a= f o r  the Manitoba traps. I n  order t o  col leot  
the  f l i e s  inside, the  bottom t i e s  were undone, a drawatring 
along t h e  bottom edge of the net was closed and the t r a p  
untied from the poles. The net  was placed i n  a f reezer  a f t e r  
which f l i e s  were pioked or shaken out of t h e  net. 
Tabanids were ident i f ied  using keys by Teskey (1990) and 
HsCreadia (unpub.), a key t o  spesies of tabenids i n  
Newfoundland and Labrador based on those by Stone (1938). 
Peahuman st El. (1961). Phi l ip  st El. (1973). Levis and 
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Bennett (1977) and Teakey (1984). sample specimens of each 
apeci~s collested ware sent to the Biosystenatic Research 
Institute in Ottawa for confirnation of identification. 
a .  m p s  for sampling simuiiida. 
n o  methods of sampling blackflies vere used, a carbon- 
dioxide-baited stickytrap, as described by Martin (1981). and 
a sampling procedure combining landing counts and sweep 
netting. sticky traps catch large numbers of blackflies and 
can be used to sample over an extended tine period whereas 
landing counts and sweep netting enable a number of samples to 
be collected in a relatively short time. 
i) Stinky trap 
Carbon-dioxide-baited sticky traps were identical to 
those constructed by Martin (1987). Plastia buckets (6 1 
capacity, a1 om diameter, 19 cm high) were painted dark blue. 
The sides of the bucket vere covered with a sheet of thin 
plaetic (Glad Cling wrap', union Carbide Canada Ltd., Toronto, 
ont., Canada) and sprayed evenly with Tanglefoot' (Tanglefoot 
Co., Grand Rapids, Hich., U.S.A.), a sticky substance whioh 
trapped blackflies landing on the busket. Traps were baited 
with dry ice (=a. 250 g) as described previously (section 
C.1.i.). The buckets vere tied to a branch on a pole at a 
height of about 1 m from tho ground. The plastic containing 
the blackflies was soaked in kerosene to loosen the specimens. 
Bla~kflies were identified according to keys by navies & ga. 
(1962) and Peterson (1970); D r s .  I 4 . H .  Colbo and P. M l e r  
seeiated with the identification. 
i i l  Landing eoumt.lnr..p nmt 
Landiw counts were carried out by an observer who would 
count the number of blackflios which landed on a dsrk-soloured 
board (20 x 30 cm) during a one minute period. n o  people, 
each with an identical board. stood in the same habitat facing 
the same direction and at least lorn apart. After an initial 
3-5 minute period, which allowed the blackflias in the area to 
detect and locate the people, the observers then stood holding 
the boalrd in front of them and, simultaneously, made three 
counts each of one minute. After the counts, a sweep net was 
used to collect blackflies flies for latar identification. 
The bottom of the net, containing the flies, was placed into 
a killing jar holding a piece of dichlorovoe insecticide. The 
blackflies were later preserved in 7Ol ethanol. 
D. BLIIPLIWQ MPEDDB 
I. l!.B.rnia.
i l  CO.P.ZiaoII DI abulldanm* b.tw.m habitat. 
Relative abundance and species distribution of tsbanide 
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in different habitats was asseseedby placing several traps in 
each of the different habitats and operating them 
simultaneously. (see Appendix A for dates of tabanid 
sampling.) In 1988, five habitats were sampled at the same 
time: woods, fen, bog, regrowth and road. sinoe the number 
of traps and amount of dry ice was limited, the sampling in 
1989 was broken into two groups to increase the number of 
traps in each habitat. The first colnparison included wwds, 
fen and regrowth; the second compared the woods with bog and 
road habitats. Each sample group in 1989 contained a wooded 
area, a natural open area, and an open area created through 
logging activities. 
In each of the habitats, traps were placed in locatione 
which typifiedtha characteristics of that habitat. The traps 
were located at least 10-15 m apart to decrease the amount of 
interisrence wlth other traps. since carbon dioxide is most 
effective wee a range of 3 m (no~lligott and MEIVer 1987). it 
was assumed that the carbon dioxide plumes from one trap would 
affect catches at the other traps only minimally. There was a 
distance of 25 m or more from each trap to the boundary of a 
different habitat. At that distance, s trap in the woods 
oould not ba seen from an adjoining road, regrowth or 
peatland. For traps in the woods, target visibility was 
estimated baaed on percent of the target which wae visible. 
The average was taken of four estimates, one from each side of 
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the trap, as viewed by an observer three metres away from the 
trap at an eyelevel of one metre. 
n a p s  were baited with dry ice early in the afternoon 
(between 1330-1430 h Newfoundland Daylight savings Time) on 
sunny days with temperatures above 20 'C, conditions 
mnsideeed favourable for high tabanid activity (sunshine: 
Joyce and Hansens 1968, Burnett and Hays 1974, temperature: 
Taehiro and Sohwardt 1949, Hiller 1951). Since the dry ice 
would only last 5 to 6 hours, trapping was carried out under 
aonditions of expected high activity to ensure the largest 
possible eample sizes for comparing the different habitats. 
since there is some variability in tabanid activity during the 
day (Roberts 1974, Thorpe and Haneens 1978, Hollander and 
Wright 1980). the order of baiting the traps was reversed on 
some days to decrease any differences caused by factors 
aseociated with time of day. Comparisons were run over a 
number of days (4 to 6) to minimize the effeota of variable 
meteorological conditions. 
In 1988, two Manitoba traps were placed in each of the 
five habitats. On days when traps were baited, the collecting 
jars were Ehanged at one and a half or two hour intervals to 
increase the sample size. (For sample, two oollections from 
each of the two traps were considered to be four samples.) 
The final collection was made before sunset to ensure that any 
flies on the inside oL the tent that did not make it to the 
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~ollecting jar would not have droppad to the ground and out of 
the trap. The 1989 trapping procedure involved setting up 
four BOX traps in three habitats at a time. The traps were 
emptied only onoe a day, thus eliminating any time effects 
Caused by collecting every two hours. 
ii) compuison of Mmaano. within habitat typ. 
To ensure that the sitas chosen for comparisons of 
tabanid abundance batween different habitats were 
representative of the general habitat type, a control uae 
~arried out, in 1989, to conpare sites within s habitat type. 
The wooded area used in comparisons between habitat types 
(section 2.D.l.i.) was compared to two other wwded areas in 
the Owl Pond region. The fen and regrowth used in comparison 
trapping between habitats were similarly compared to two other 
fens and regrowth arass respectively. The sites chosen, 
although in the name habitat olassifioation, had aome visible 
differences. The fan used in the fen/voods/regrowth 
comparison had a small stream running through it. A stream 
vaa not prseent in either of the other two fsne used in the 
control comparison and those fens generally had a greater area 
covered by standing pools than the fen with the stream. The 
two woods sites chosen as sites in the aontrol comparison were 
a mixture of Black spruce-reathernoeslvery dry and Cladonia- 
Kalsia-Black spruce forest types, as was the forest site used 
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days between June 16-25, 1989 near a base =amp losated abouc 
11 km from the Owl Pond site. This trapping was used to 
monitor tabanid activity early in the season to determine when 
numbers were high enough to begin comparison trapping between 
habitats. In 1989, trapping was discontinued in early ~uqust 
after trap catches had sharply declined. 
2. .11uliid.. 
il Comparison Of .bUndanea D0twa.n Mbitatm 
Four sticky bucket traps were placed in eaoh of three 
habitats; woods, fen and reqrouth, to compare the aDundance of 
blaokflias between habitats. (see Appendix B for dates of 
blackfly sampling.) On five days in June, 1989, the traps 
were baited at 1400 h (Newfoundland Daylight Savings Time) 
with enough dry ioe to last for five to six hours. Dry ice 
Was distributed as quickly as possible to the trap sites to 
redYEe the number of flies attracted to the parson baiting the 
traps and to ensure the traps were all operating at 
approxi-tsly the same time.   he buckets were picked up in 
the late evening or early morning when temperatures were cool 
enough to prevent activity of bleckflies. again reducing the 
number of flies on the traps whish had been attracted to the 
~~llector. The number of hlacxflies on each bucket was 
counted before the plastic was removed and the trap rewrappad, 
resprayed and set out in the morning. 
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i n  comparisons between di f ferent  habi ta t  types. The three 
regrowth areas selected for  comparison had been cleared during 
the  same cut t ing  year. 
Manitoba t raps  were used since the  Box t raps  were being 
used i n  t h e  conpariaone between di f ferent  hahitate. Three 
t raps  were s e t  up a t  l e a s t  15 m apar t  a t  each of t h e  three  
a i t e s  and baited i n  the  same manner as previously dascribed. 
The trap- were run  f o r  three days f o r  each of the t h r e e  
control comparisons. The collecting jars, on the Manitoba 
t r a p ,  were l e f t  on f o r  t h e  e n t i r e  afternoon, maXing up a 
s ingle  trapping period. 
I n  1988, a comparison was car r ied  out between t h r e e  
d i f ferent  woods s i t e s ;  a mature black spruce fores t ,  a d r i e r  
and more open black spruce fores t ,  end loeations in  a mature 
fores t  whioh had previously been used as bedding s i t e s  by 
caribou. Manitoba t raps  with baff les  were used i n  t h e  
EO~P~I '~SO";  they were set  up and baited as described f o r  other 
sompariaons. 
i i i l  s.m.-l omcurreno. 
Although sampling t o  determine t h e  f u l l  period of tabanid 
Seasonal aot iv i ty  was not car r ied  out,  tabanids were aaptured 
by chance with a sweep net or i n  a vehicle both e a r l i e r  and 
l a t e r  i n  t h e  season than t h e  above-mentioned sampling 
programs. I n  addition, two box t r a p s  were operated on gunny 
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Blackfly abundance was also compared, on June 15 and 16, 
using a combination of landing counts and sweep netting. Two 
people sampled three habitats in turn: a voodeC area, a fen 
and a large clearins in the woods (ca. 20 x 40 m) . A sampling 
period was defined as a set of counts and sweeps in each of 
the 3 habitats. Starting in the first habitat, the two 
oollectors would record initial data, =aery out tbrea landing 
counts on the board, collect a sweep net sample and than move 
onto the next two klbitata in turn. The location was chosen 
SO that the three habitats were in close proximity to each 
other (within 100 m) and very little time elapsed while the 
collectors walked from one to another. After the sampling 
procedure had been carried out in each of the three habitats, 
the collectors would begin again (sampling period t2) in the 
first habitat. 
To investigate the effect oE different times of day on 
spatial distribution, a fen and wooded area were sampled at 
two different times on June 20, 1989. The same collection 
procedura, involving counts and awseps, was carried out for 
two aanpling periods in the morning and two in the afternoon. 
3. n*tooroioqi~.i ~mmditions 
standard meteorological measuremente were taken three 
times daily; morning, noon and evening, at the bass camp. 
These measurements included temperature, wind speed (measured 
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with a hand held anemometer), wind direction, relative 
humidity (measured with a sling psyohroneter) and a 
Besoription of cloud cover. 
E. AIIALYBIB OI DATA 
1. Tabanid.. 
A non-parametric method of analysis was chosen since the 
trap data did not meet the requirements for parametric 
statistics. With tabanid data, total abundanoe (based on a 
standardized two hour oatoh) was Eonpared between habitats 
using a Kruskal-Wallis test, whioh involver a system of ranks, 
and a Tukey-type analysis for nultiple comparisons (zar 1974). 
This type of analysis was used for the seasonal total of 
tabanidn as well as for the totals of the two genera, 
and Hvbomita, separately. The differences between habitats 
was considered for all trapping days combined and for eaoh 
individual sampling day. Abundance of tho most common species 
of tabanids, those making up greater than 5% oe the total 
catch, was compared between habitats using a Xrusksl-Wallis 
and Wey-type analysis for a combination of all the trap days 
in a given comparison and foe eaparate daily totals. Days 
were excluded from the analysis if the maximum number of a 
spa~iee was below 10 in the habitat with the highest catch of 
that speoies for the day. 
From the 'control' trapping between three different 
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woodad areas, fens and regrowth areas, trap totals were again 
analyzed with s Kruskal-Wallis procedure. The sane procedure 
was uaed to see if n~gnifisant differences were present 
between the four traps within each of the habitats used in the 
fenlwoodslregrowth and boglwoodsjroad oonparisons. 
Trap catches of tabanids were = d i n e d  for each trapping 
day (from trapping comparing different habitat types) and a 
non-paranetricPearson correlation analysis (Zar 1974) was m n  
comparing daily catches to wind and maximum temperature, as 
measured at a base etatzon. In the Ease of traps in the 
woods, a correlation analyais was carried out relating total 
catch in each trap to a visibility factor for each trap based 
on the percent or target visible. 
2. Si."lid. 
A Kruskal-Wallis analysis, using average ranks, was used 
to doternine whether there were significant differences in 
blackfly abundanoe between the fen, woods and regrowth based 
on sticky trap counts. A lukay-type test further elucidated 
M e  differences between habitats. 
The same analysis was used for landing counts, using each 
wunt as a replicate, ex~apt when only twe habitats were 
involved in the oomparieon in which =sea a non-parametrio 
Mann-whitney test (Zar 1974) was used. 
RESULTS 
a. T a m u I D I E  
I. 0v.rri.r of trapping reault. from oompariaon. b.tw.mn 
b.bit.t. 
Overall. 4912 female tabanids were collected during the 
two seasons of trapping t o  oompare abundance in  d i f ferent  
habi ta ts  (Table I ) .  Deer f l i e s  (- spp.) made up, by 
far ,  the greater proportion of t h e  tabanids sampled: 93.1% in 
1988 and 97.08 i n  1989. Horse f l i e s  (HYBomifra spp.) made up 
a greater peesentage of the catch from the Manitoba t raps  in  
1988 (6.9%) than i n  the Box t raps  from 1989 (3.0%). 
I n  t e r m  of individual species, Cl' SODS ex- Walker 
was t h e  most commonly Eollested species in  1988 (65.6 %) while 
Gbrvsolrs furcatue Walker predominated (39.01) in  1989. I n  
both years, t h e  four most oommon species of tabanids were G. 
m, C. -. frisiaue Osten Sacken and 
hrvsons zin- Phi l ip  although t h e  re la t ive  proportions 
differed between the  two years. Ld#.a. (Fallen) and 
Wb i t r a  sffante (Kirby) were t h e  most oommly trapped horse 
f l i e s  i n  1988. svaclaitra &g&& and Hybo.itrs gIpgai 
(Sailady) vere t h e  most common species of mbomitra caught i n  
1989 and there vere re la t ive ly  fewer H. W as compared t o  
=able I .  Total numbers and proportion ~f each tabsnid 
species (- and Hvbonitra) trapped in 1988 
and 1989 durxng trapping to compare tabanid 
abundance between habitats, N m t h  West Gander, 
NF. Manitoba traps were used in 1988; Box 
traps in 1989. 
1988 1989 
Species number 0.) number (I t )  
c. 11 
E. 998 
c. €riaidus 111 
p. furcatus 173 
c. 1 
c. niqri~e* 1 
C. sordidus 9 
c. zinzalus 112 
Total 1416 
8. 41 
a. d 
2.7 23 1.0 
2 
8.  e~istate. - 
C 1 29 1.0 
9 
8.  frontalis 2 
C 1 
8 .  lurid= 
C 1 11 
9 c 1 
< 1 
8 
tl. ainiscula 6 
C 1 
9 
8.  ZonaliS 46 
C 1 
3.0 
< 1 
Total Hvbomitrq 106 
15 C 1 
6.9 104 3.0 
1988 catches. 
Although the determination of seasonality was not an ain 
of the study, plotting the average two hour catch for each 
trapping day during the study does provide information on the 
timing of peak activity. In 1988, trapping took place on six 
days iron July 5-24; the peak oP activity, particularly for 
G~XSQ&S spp., started in the third week in July (Fig. 4A). 
spp. peaked slightly before deer flies although such 
low numbers vere trapped that this result is of unoertain 
significance. For the four most somon -, there was 
slightly higher activity during the last three trapping days 
(July 16,18,24), of note was the high peak for r. -on 
July 18 (Pig. 5A). Trapping in 1989 took place on 9 days 
between June 28-July 24. The higherttabanid activity in 1989 
occurred earlier in ~ u l y  than in 1988 and both genera peaked 
in the eeoond week (Fig. LEI. All four of the most cornon 
-were colleoted in highest numbers during tho seoond 
week of July (Pig. 58). 
The seasonal range of each species baaed on occurrence in 
any trap, not just those used in comparison trapping between 
habitats, extended from July 4 to August 3 in 1988 (Table 21 
and from June 16 to August 2 in 1989 (Table 3). In 1989, two 
traps ware operated near the camp fro. June 15 until June 28, 
when trapping to compare different habitats started, to obtain 
batter data on timing of species appearance. Spades 
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Fignro 4. Aativity of Tabanidae, spp. and vbomitra 
s p p  i n  the MI Gander study area as ind?cated by 
average two hour trap catches during trapping t o  
oompre abundance i n  diefarent habitats: 
A) July, 1988 and 8) June-July, 1989. 
AVERAGE CATCHPRAP 
0-0 Tobonidae 
.-. -spp. 
- - w w " u * A c " c "  0 U O c " O Y D c " O P O U  
Lx--z& 
0-0 nybmih spp. 
AVERAGE CATCHPRAP 
0-0 Tobonidae 
.-. GbQSQW SPP. 
riquro 5. Activity of four a m o n  Cha@!as spp. in the MI 
Gander study area as indicated by average two hour 
trap catohas during trapping to compare abundance 
in different habitats: A1 July, 1988 and 
8) June-July, 1989. 
AVERAGE CATCHFRAP AVERAGE CATCH/TRAP 
Table 2. Occurrence oi tabanid spesies a t  the NU Gander study area, NP 
from July 4 to  August 3, 1988. Most sampling was done w i t h  
Manitoba traps. 
July Aug. 
4 5 6 8 10 11 14 16 18 19 21 23 24 29 30 3 
'I-1. 3. OCNTrPnoe of tabanid species a t  the MP ~ander study area, UP 
from June 16 t o  August 2, 1988. Most sampling was done with 
BOX traps. 
appearing aar ly  were atez Macquart, H. IYTt4e and tl. 
U while t h e  species which appeared l a t e r  i n  the reason, 
in  t a t h  years, were ironfalis Walker, k&h&tra 
(Hine) and EbTYBPP. Zetterstedt.  k&h&tra 
had a re la t ive ly  s h o t  season whereas C. sxcknns, C. 
g&&&s, G. -, and C. &maus had re la t ive ly  long 
seasons of a c t i v i t y  from Junethroughout J u l y t o  ear ly  August. 
Rapping i n  t h i s  study d i d  not cover t h e  very beginning or end 
of Beasonal tabanid activity. 
a. C M P . ~ ~ . O ~  of tamaid .Wndame. b.tr..a diff.r.ntMb1t.t. 
i )  1988 momparimon b.R.n regrowth, fmn, wod., k q  
end road 
me average two hour catch of tabanide for  each of the  
f ive  habi ta ts  during 1988 was 10.4 i n  t h e  regrowth, 21.6 in  
the  fen, 13.9 i n  the  woods, 8.9 in  t h e  bog, and 10.0 i n  the  
road (Pig. 61). A "on-parametric KNskal-Wallis t e s t  revealed 
a s igni f i sant  diffsrense in  t h e  t o t a l  number of tsbanide 
trapped i n  these  five habi ta ts  (pc0.01). A Tukey-type 
comparison indicated t h a t  catches i n  t h e  hoq were ranked 
s igni f icant ly  lover than in  t h s  o ther  four habitats.  A 
b r e a k d m  i n t o  t h e  2 ganara, and -, revealed 
a highly s igni f icant  difference between habi ta ts  for  dear 
f l i e s  (p<0.01) but no s igni r i sant  difference for  horse f l i e s  
(p>0.05). Catohes oe spp. i n  the  hog ran*ed 
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Yiquz. 6 .  Average two hour trap catch of tabanide i n  each 
habitat  (+ one standard deviation) in: 
A) comparison of abundance betweenwoods ten, bog, 
regrowth and road, ~ u l y  5-24, ieae, s) 'camparison 
of abundance htween fen, woods and regrowth, 
June 28-July 16. 1989 and C) smp~i%Ot7 of 
abundance betveen bag, voods and road, July 18-24. 
1989. 
FEN WOO05 REGROWTH 
u Tob.n*or 
; :[ I rn cnrysopr Hybomltro spo. rpp 
2 * 
\- 
5 2 "  
5: ,. 2 z y 
z 3  
BOG WOODS ROAD 
4 3  
2; '" 
5" m 
, B d "7 Po 
,j I*_ *,& , 
significantly lower than i n  the other four habitats.    he 
average rank was highest i n  tha fsn  f o r  but highest 
i n  the woods f o r  -. 
On a daily basis,  two of the s i x  trapping days, July 14 and 
16, revealed s igni f icant  differences betvaan habiteta. On 
those two days, though, the resul t s  of the Tukey-type 
comparison were s l ight ly  d i f ferent ;  on July 14, t h e  bog was 
ranked lowest and significantly d i f ferent  from the other four 
habitats (p<0.01), while on July 16, both the road and the bog 
were ranked lower than and d i f ferent  from the others (p<0.05). 
The fen was often ranked highest, except on July 5 and 8 when 
t h e  woods were highest, but these rankings ware not shown t o  
be significant.  
ii) 1909 cornpariaon b.twean fan, xooda mnd regrowth 
In  M e  1989 oomparison between fen, woods and ragrowth, 
t h e  regrowth ranked lower and significantly d i f ferent  from the 
weds  and fen (p<0.01). The overage two hour t rap  catches for 
these three  habitats were 33.2 f o r  the fen, 15.4 in  the woods 
and 8.9 i n  the regrowth (Fig. 68). A s igni f icant  difference 
between these habi ta ts  was maintained for  separate t o t a l s  of 
deer f l i e s  and horse f l ies  (pc0.01). For both Cbxxzgm spp. 
and spp., t h e  regrowth was again ranked differently. 
and lover, than the  other two habitats.  The fen was always 
ranked highest although the  'Iukey-type t e s t  did not show it t o  
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bo d i f f e r e n t  from tho woods. 
Considering each o f  t h e  f i v e  t r app ing  days separa te ly ,  
only the two daye i n  June shoved s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n s e s  
(peo. 05) ; t h e  regrowth ranked s i g n i f i c a n t l y  lower t h a n  t h e  
woods and f e n  on both daye. The t h r e e  days  i n  Ju ly  d i d  n o t  
ahow s i g n i f i a a n t  d i f fe rences  between t h e  fen ,  woods and 
regrowth al though t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h e  Kruskal-Wallis test were 
c lose  t o  t h e  s ign i f i cance  l e v e l .  On a l l  f i v e  t r a p p i n g  day., 
the f e n  was ranked highest .  
i i i l  1989 amparison b.tm.m bog, rood. and romd 
The s e t  of h a b i t a t   omp par irons in 1989, from J u l y  I8 - 
24, d i d  no t  show s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f fe rences  i n  t aban id  abundance 
between t h e  bog, m o d s  and road when a11 four  t r app ing  days  
were considered toge the r ,  al though t h e  r e s u l t a  o f  t h e  
Xmakal-Wallis t e s t  were of borderl ine s ign i f i cance .  The 
average t r a p  oatohes f o r  eaah h a b i t a t  were 15.0 f o r  the woods, 
16.54 in t h e  bog and 9.3 fo r  t h e  road p i g .  SC). Di f fe rences  
were d a t s a e d  f o r  t o t a l s  of e p p  (pco.05) but a 
mkey-type t e s t  was not ab le  t o  d i s t ingu i sh  which of t h e  t h r e e  
h a b i t a t s  d i f fe red .  To ta l s  o f  spp.  a l o n e  shoved no  
s i g n i f i o a n t  d i f fe renses ,  when analyzed by a Kruskal-Wallis 
t e s t .  
When t h e  f o u r  t r app ing  days  were considered separa te ly ,  
a d i f f e r e n c e  was de tec ted  f o r  only one of t h e  daye ( Ju ly  
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21) (p<0.051. A Tukey-type t e s t  f o r  the July 21 resul t s  could 
not elparate which habitats were different.  although the road 
was ranked lowest on each day in t h i s  s e t  of conparitiow. 
ivl  IImmry of tabmid abundant. bmtrean diff.r.nt 
t5.bit.t. 
The overall  inpression of the f ive  habitats compared in  
1988, based on mean ranks of abundance, was t h a t  the  fen was 
the most preferred habitat f o r  tabanids, especially -. 
The woods had t h e  highest mean rank f o r  k W m & ~ a  spp., a 
resul t  which i s  of limited eignificance since numbers were 
generally low. There was no consistent ranking of tabanid 
abundanca in  the  other four habitats (bog, regrowth, road, 
woods). 
In the fenlwoodslregrowth conparitlon of 1989, the  fen was 
consistently ranked high and generally the  regrowth wan 
lowest. It could not be ascertained t o  which habitat the  
woods were more similar,  in  te rns  of tabanid abundance. The 
ba~/woods/road ~ompsrison ranked t h e  bog sonaistently higher 
than the woods o r  road, although the average rank for  
abundance i n  the woodad area was generally not very d i f ferent  
from t h a t  of the bog. As mentioned previously, the road was 
always ranked lowest. 
3. cmpp.ri*on of aBuad.no. of tabanid sp.0i.e in dif ferant  
b.bit.t. 
Host species of tabanids were trapped i n  numbers too low 
t o  allow a meaningful sonparison between habitats.  Individual 
species of Hvb.nitr. never made up more than a8 of t h e  t o t a l  
catch i n  any one habitat and the  genus as a whole comprised 
l e s s  than 108 of t h e  catch. O f  the speoies, only 
four spaoias were s ~ f f i ~ i e n t l y  abundant for analysis of catch 
differences between habitats; none of the  remaining species 
made up more than 2% of t h r  catch in  a habitat.  
mere were some clear  differences in  species d is t r ibut ion  
between the four moat common species: 2. m, 
C. -, E. and E. &zaUe (Fig. 7) .  Defining 
the  catsh of each species as parcant of t h e  t o t a l  tabanid 
catoh i n  a given habitat gives an idea of the  species moat 
l ike ly  t o  be encountered i n  tha t  habitat (or  most l i k a l y t o  be 
at t raoted  t o  a trap). I n  1988, C. was dominant in  
t h e  open habitats,  with up t o  75) of the catch i n  those 
habi ta ts ,  but comprised much l e s s  of t h e  oatch i n  t h e  woods 
(348). 5&=ysme Ya8 a predominantly open habitat j 
8 p ~ 0 i e 6  but the  d is t ins t ion  was not as marked. Both E. 
I 
&ld@.ls and C. z h z a h  made up a greater parcentage of the  i 
catch i n  the woods, 30 t  and 178 respectively, than i n  any of I 
t h e  open habitats.  ! 
I n  both 1989 conparisons, the difference i n  species 4 1 
17 1 
i 
1 
figure 1 .  Percent of t o t a l  tabasid catch i n  each habitat ior 
four camon species i n :  A) woods, fen, 
bog, regrowth and road in  1988, a) fen,  woods and 
regrowth in  1989 and C) bcq, woods end road i n  
1989. 
ll<CROYlR AN WOODS BOG ROAD 
BOG WOODS ROAD 
=omposition batween the woods and open habitats was similar to 
the distribution observed in 1988. U was 
again common in open habitats as was r. -, although in 
the renlwocdelregeowth comparison, C. was also 
proportionally high in the woods. As in 1988, c. iriqidus and 
C. ziiT&m were more cornon in the wocds than in the open 
habitats making up, respectively, over 408 and 31% of the 
tabanids caught in the woods. 
i) cam.om. .xcit.n. 
An indication of species 'habitat preference' is given in 
the proportion of r. trapped in a given habitat 
compared to Its catch over all the habitats. The greatest 
percentage or this species was  aught in the fen, during 1988 
and in the rirst comparison from 1989 (Fig. BA,B) .  It was 
trapped much less frequently in the waods and regrowth, in 
1989, although its presence in those two habitate was roughly 
equal. Chrvsons ex- predominated in the bog, in the 
bog/woodslroad conparison of 1989, and was proportionally 
higher on the road than in the wads (Fig. 8C). 
A Rruskal-Wallis test comparing numbera for this apeciea 
in the different habitats supported the above trend of C 
as a species preferring open habitats, particularly 
open peatlands. In 1988, C. snzkms was ranked highest in 
three open habitats, fen, regrowth and road, whish were 
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PIWJU.D 8 .  "Habitat preference" of four common 
species a s  given by percent of each species trapped 
i n  a habitat canpared to t o t a l  catch of that 
species i n  a l l  habi ta t s  for: A) woods, f e n ,  bog, 
regrowth and road i n  1988, 8) f en ,  woods and 
regrowth in  1989 and C )  bog, woods and road in  
1989. 
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significantly different froathe woods and bog (p<o.Os). On a 
daily basis. the same trend was repeated for July 14 and July 
16 of the same year, while the other four trapping days showed 
no significant differences between the five habitats. In the 
fenlwoodslragrovth comparison of 1989, this spesies ranked 
significantly higher in the fen, as opposed to the woods and 
regrowth. Considering the days separately, June 28 and June 
30 shoved the sane trend. The catch of p. was 
significantly higher in the bog than in the woods or road 
during the second ~mperison of 1989 (p<O.Ol); as it was, when 
days wera considered separately, on July 21. 
iil - r L i s M u  
Catches of p. -were always ranked highest in the 
woods in all comparisons of abundance between habitats (Fig. 
8). Results of the Kruakal-Wallis test and Way-typo 
sonparison oonfim that r. was trapped less 
frequently in open as Eonpared to wwdcd areas. In 1988, the 
Tukey-type comparison indicated that, overall, the woods were 
significantly different from the other four habitats for this 
species (pa.05). On July 18, this speaies was trapped only 
in the wwda, and the woods wera ranked highest on the other 
days included in the coaparieon. 
overall, in the fen/woods/regraRh comparison of 1989, C. 
was ranked highest in the wooded area, which was 
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significantly different from the fen and regrwth. 
considering days individually, the catch of this spasiaa in 
the reqrovth was ranked lover than and significantly different 
from the other tvo habitats on three of the five daya. In the 
baslwcodslroad comparison of 1989, the bog was ranked lowest 
and was considered to be rigni?icantly different from the 
w o d s  and road (p<0.05); catches of this species were ranked 
highest in the woods on enoh day. On July 18 and July 24, the 
bog was ranked lowest and significantly different from the 
other two habitats, while on July 21, the road, not the bog, 
vas ranked significantly lower. 
iii) Q&.ODS ftlra.t%Jm 
l!us&m was similar to r. s.x&me in its 
'preferense' for open habitats, particularly peatlands. It 
was trapped more commonly in the fen in 1988 (Pig. 811) end the 
1989 fen/woods/reqrovth comparison (Pig. BE), and most often 
in the bog during trapping in the 1989 boglw~dslrosd 
comparison (Fig. 8C). The differenses between habitats in 
I988 were not significant although the fen was ranked highest 
in all cases. In catches from the 1989 fenlvoodslregrowth 
~omparis~n, the fen and regrowth were ranxed higher than and 
significantly different from the woods for r. Bn2z&a 
(pC0.05). The fen was ranked higher than the woods and 
regrowth on all days, on four out of five this difference was 
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included in the analysis on two of the six days in 1988 and on 
three of the nine days in 1989 due to low sample size. 
Although the differenae between habitats was considered 
significant (pc0.05) on ~ u l y  14 and July 18, 1988, the w a y -  
type test did not reveal where these differences were. on 
July 10 and 16, 1989, in the fenlwoodslregrowth oomparison, 
the woods ware ranked higher and considered different from the 
regrowth. In the kghoods/road comparison, the woods ranked 
highest and were signifissntly different (pe0.05) from the 
road, on July 18, and from the bag on July 21. 
1. Comparison of tabanid abtmdana. witbin the s- habitat 
tm. 
A Kxuskal-Wallis analysis did not reveal significant 
differences between the four Box trap sites within any of the 
habitats sampled during conparison of different habitats in 
1989. Of the four traps in the woods, catches from the two 
traps in or on the edge of a clearing were almost always 
higher than catches from thetwo traps in the canopied forest, 
but the Kruskal-Wallis test did not indicate that these 
differenses were significant. 
For the 1988 comparison between three different wooded 
area-, a K~~shl-Walli8 or nann-Whitney comparison indicated 
that, although tabanid abundance in the dry voods was ranked 
highest on both trapping days, there was no significant 
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significant. Por the second 1989 comparison batween the bog, 
W0&8 and road, the woods were ranked lowest, overall, and 
were significantly different from the bog and road (p<0.05). 
In the firat two days of this owparison, the bag was ranked 
significantly higher for C. iyrppfyD than were the woods. The 
last two days were not significantly different but, again, the 
bog was ranked highest. 
ir) xh,Lus 
appeared to *prefero wooded areas (Fig. 
8) although not to the same degree as S. tdg&@. A greater 
percentage of C. zlnzaUs was trapped in the open peatlands 
(fen and bog) as opposed to the disturbed open areas (road and 
rageovth) . 
Like C. -, this species was always ranked highest 
in the M&S in terns of abundance, although such a ranking 
was not always significant. Its abundance in the woods in 1988 
was considered significantly different from that in the fen. 
regrowth and road but not the bog (pg0.05). In 1989, there 
was no significant difference in the abundance of this epscies 
between the fen, wwds and regrowth but, in the bglwoodslroad 
comparison of 1989, it wall ranked lowest and significantly 
difrerent on the road as compared to the bog and woods 
(P(O.05). 
Considering individual days, this species was not 
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differenoe (p > 0.05) in trap catches when compared to catches 
in a more canopied site and a site used as a bedding area by 
oaribou. A oomperison in 1989, using Manitoba traps in three 
different wooded areas and these differant fens, again showed 
no significant differences in numbers of tabenids trapped. 
C a t ~ h e ~  of tabanids in three different regrowth areas were too 
low for analysis. 
5 .  oirect eaparicnon or mnitob. anE Box traps 
On July 18, 1988, two Box traps wore operated in the fen 
and two in the bog where trapping was being carried out using 
Manitoba traps (also two trapsthabitat). The Manitoba and Box 
trap catches were the most similar to each other foe r. 
&an~, in both the bog and fen habitat- (Table 4 ) .  The 
Manitoba traps caught 30 C. sxd&ms in the bog, while 27 were 
trapped in the Box trape; in the fen, 69 r. were 
caught in the ~anitobs traps as compared to 73 in the BOX 
trape. For all other species of -, higher numbers 
were caught in the Box traps (Tabla 4 ) .  The difference 
between traps was particularly noticeable for C. m, of 
which 217 specimens were caught in Box traps and 17 in 
Manitoba trape, and r. zinzalus, of which 118 were trapped in 
BOY trape and 3 in Manitoba traps. Neither type of trap 
caught many m, but Manitoba trape collected a 
representative of three species of horse flies as compared to 
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Table 4 .  Total numbers; of each tabanid spacies trapped in 
BOX and Manitoba traps in a bog and a fen, July 18, 
1988, NW Gander, NF. 
c. m 
c. excitanr 
c. sordidus 
C. inzalu* E. k
H. frontalis 
jj. lurida 
809 Fen Total 
0 0  0 
809 Pen Total 
0 1 1  
27 73 100 
1 9 10 
4 6  171 217 
4 1 5  
59 59 118 
0 0 0  
0 0 0  
0 1 1  
only one horse fly species in the Box traps. 
A great deal of similarity can ba amen between these 
trapping results and the relative spesies abundance recorded 
foe 1988 and 1989 (Table 1). bearing in mind that some species 
such as c. f?AgUw are not common in either the bog or fen. 
In the Manitoba traps from 1988, r. is far more 
aomon than s. and s. ginwdus. In the BOX traps 
from 1989, c. is more abundant than r. and 
c. zinzaus. 
6 .  Corr.latiom of trap oateh vith rind, teaperatur. and 
vimibility 
There was no correlation between the average daily trap 
catch and maximum daily temperature in either 1988 or 1989. 
There was a strong, negative correlation, however, with 
average daily catch and average wind velocity (correlation 
coefficients for 1988-0.708 and for 1989=-0.795). 
Visibility in the woods, as estimated by percent of target 
visible, was not correlated vith differenaes in trap catch 
between the four sites in the woods. 
Bt IIuIIII.IID111 
r. sp.0i.m p~.snt 
Of the blackflies identified to species from the sticky 
trap anm sweep net samples, over 95% were Rloimulium 
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eurvsdminiclyJIlp Davies. Relatively few epecimens of 
P,.inuliurn or simulium venustrwlverscundum were ~ 0 1 -  
lectsd in the ren, regrowth or woods. 
2 .  col~puison or blaoklly ahdanc. betreen dirrermnt 
h.bit. 
i) BtioLy trap. 
Cmparisons between habitats for total numbers of 
blackflies indicate primarily the dietribution of Eusinulium 
survsdminiculw. since this species was dominant in the 
collections. collactions from carbon-dioxide-baited sticky 
traps, operated for five days in a ren, wooded area and 
regrowth from June 15-21, revealed significant differences 
between habitats (p<0.01). The fen and regrowth were signifi- 
cantly different from the voodr, which was ranked lowest. The 
average trap Catches in each habitat ware 117.0 blackflies in 
the fen. 8.1 in the woods and 38.1 in the regrowth (Piq. 9). 
On a daily basis, blackfly collections on four out of the 
five days shared significant differences between habitats, 
although the diffarences were not completely consistent. On 
all five days, the fen war ranked highest for blackfly 
abundanoe. On three days, catches in the fen were shown to be 
significantly different iron those in the woods, but not fraa 
the regrowth. on one day, June 16, the catoh of blaskflies in 
the regrowth was ranked lowest and, on that day, different 
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Pigure 9. Average trap catch o f  blackfliee (+ one standard 
deviation) during conperison of abundance between 
fen, woods and regrowth using carbon-diowide-baited 
Sticky traps, June 15-21, 1989. 
AVERAGE TRAP CATCH/HABITAT 
(+ Std. Dev.) 
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from catches in the fen. 
ii) L.rn4ir.g WUll t .  
Landing counts with Sweep net samples were carried out on 
four af the same days that the sticky traps were operating, 
June 15, 16, 20 and 21. A fen and a wooded araa wore sampled 
in both sweep net and sticky trap collestions; the third 
habitat in sweep net sampling was a large clearing in the 
woods as Opposed to a regrowth araa as with the etieXy traps. 
Although the three habitats sampled with the two solleation 
methods did not correspond exactly, there were similarities in 
the colleotions if the regrowth and clearing are considered to 
be a similar habitat type. 
For both methods of sampling on June 15, the wooded area 
was rsnkad lowest in terms of blackily abundance and was 
considered significantly different from the fen and 
regrowthlclearing (pc0.05). On June 16, however, the rank of 
abundance for the woods and regrowthlclearing was the opposite 
of the previous day, since abundance in the regrarthlclearing 
was ranRed lowest and different from the other two habitats 
(~<0.05). 
The landing counts on June 20 only compared a fen and 
woods: the fen was always ramked higher than the woode am, in 
both the morning and aftarnwn, they were considered to be 
significantly different (pco.05). This was consistent with 
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the results of the June 20 bucket trapping which revealed 
catches in the fen to be higher than and significantly 
different fron the woods. landing counts ware too low on June 
21 to be included in the analysis. 
3 .  C0mps11.011 Of bl.~lfly Ibulld.no. Within hB1t.t. 
When tha four trap sites within each habitat were 
compared to each other, there was no single trap whioh 
consistently had higher or lower trap catches. 
DISCUSSION 
A. TIBUIDAE 
1. n.ltiv .bunaamc. of t.b.mi4 .p.oi. 
collestions at the W Gander study site from 1988 and 
1989 included a11 the species of shryams and a11 but two of 
the ny&nkza species, H. &%?n?d (Stone) and H. 
(Philip), which have been previously recorded for the island 
of Newfoundland (Philip 1962. Hudson 1977, Teskey 1990). 
species from the two other genera recorded for the island, 
-and Atyl&ug (Teskey 1990), were not identified in the 
collections from the MI Gander site. Since a. fhDraGius has 
never been obsarved to blood-feed, it may not have been 
attracted to traps which imitate a host, such as those used in 
the NW Gander study. 
mere are rev studies for the province with which to 
compare the relative abundance or tabanid species as collected 
in tha NW Gander area. s&&ge, C. Z?d&%m and C. 
m, three of the four most cornonly trapped species at 
the W Gander site, were also the three most common species 
recorded at st. John's by Xecreadie st d. (1985). The most 
cornon horse fly at the NW Gander site in 1988 was Y. zs!mUz, 
as it was in the UsCreadie gt 81. (1985) study. Hovever, in 
1989. both 8. sf2Al.U and H. gZpgqi made up a greater 
proportion of the NW Gander catch. In general, there may be 
a lower abundance Of tabanids in the St. John's area as 
compared to the MI Gander. Although the trapping efforts and 
~ 0 1 l e ~ t i ~ n  methods were different in each study, Mccreadie & 
a. (1985) trapped only 106 tabanids in a cattle-baited trap 
over a three and o. half month period whereas MI Gander 
collection8 contained 1522 and 3390 specimens in 1988 and 1989 
respeotively. 
colle~tiona of tabanids from western Labrador using 
unbaited Manitoba traps (Mccreadie and Colbo 1985). contained 
a very high proportion (648) of c. sx&ans, as did the 
Manitoba trap catches from the NW Gander in 1988. Unlike the 
NW Gander collections whish were also high in T. iurcatua, c. 
j3Aqhlw and r. w. the next most common species in 
Labrador were c. and T. m. The most EOmmDn horse 
fly in the Labrador study was H. aarruatinct*, a species not 
preeent in insular Newfoundland. 
A high proportion of SPP. compared to 
spp., as trapped in the MI Gander study, was also found in two 
Labrador studies (Brow, and Morrison 1955, Mccreadie and Colbo 
1985) and in st. John's (Mccreadie & al. 1985). However, 
catches from a study in New Brunswick (Uwia and Bennett 1977) 
oontained proportionally more spp. (60.38) than 
spp.. 
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i l  Compari.on of trap .ffiai.nog 
comparisons between studies in different locations 
raflect not only widespread differenoea in distribution of 
tabanids, but also differensee in trap efficiency in 
oollecting the various species present. Differences in the 
collections from Manitoba traps in 1988 and Box traps in 1989 
at the NW Gander site, as well as the results from July 18, 
1988 whioh directly compare these two trapping methods, 
indicate that different methods or sampling have an affect on 
the results obtained. other studies whish have used two or 
more sampling methods have also revealed differences in the 
proportions of spesies 0011e~tOd in different traps (Smith pt 
al. 1970, ~hibault and Harper 1983, Maire 1984). uoberte 
(1976) further illustrated trap diffarenc-s in a direst 
comparison of six different tabanid traps. Besides gsnsral 
trap design, factors suoh as oolour of trap and target, ahape 
and height of target or amount of carbon dioxide may influence 
the collectione in each trap. 
The oolovr of the targets for both type- of trap used in 
the NW Gander study was dark blue, and the traps were made 
from the same white netting, so the actual hue or the tJrget 
or trap should not have been responsible for differences in 
attraction. Perhaps the Manitoba trap target, used in 1988, 
of D dark sirsle against the white background of the baffle 
prmsented a lees obvious target than the contrast provided 
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simply by the canopy part of the trap. Contrast of the trap 
against the background is an important factor in attraction of 
tabanids (Roberts 1970. Allan and Stoffolano 1986) and, as 
Granger (1970) discovered, tabanida vere attracted to the 
superstructure of a trap even when no target was present. 
Tabanids may have been attracted to the canopy or to the dark 
caloured collecting head of the NW Gander Manitoba trap. If 
they were not attracted specifically toward the target, as 
intended in the design of the trap, they would not enter the 
collecting jar. Manitoba traps would thus catch rawer 
tabsnids than Box traps, since the Box traps had a much 
smaller area of white netting and no other dark focus points 
associated with the trap. Thomaon and Saunder (1986) noted a 
reduced efficiency of Manitoba traps, compared to adhesive 
traps, and attributed it to the white appearance of the 
plastic canopy. 
Although the type of target used in s trap has been 
reported to affect the tabanid catch (Katthysee st d. 1974). 
it would seem that target differences between the two NW 
Gander traps vere not solely responsible for the differences 
in relative tabanid abundance. In 1989, the baffle target on 
the Manitoba traps was changed for a cluster of buckets but 
the pattern of species abundance remained relatively 
consistent. similarly, Thornson and Saunder (1986) compared 
Manitoba traps which used either a standard black ball or 
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black adhesive panels as a t a r g e t  and found t h e r e  was no 
d i f fe rence  i n  t h e  t r a p  ca tchas  caused by d i f f e r e n t  t a r g e t s .  
nu l l ens  and  Gsrharat  (1979) suggested t h a t  t r a p s ,  such as 
t h e  ran i toba  canopy t r a p ,  which must be en te red  from t h e  
bottom probably s e l e c t  aga ins t  s p e c i e s  of t aban ida  whish 
normally feed high up on t h e  animal. At one  NW Gander 
sampling s i t e ,  severa l  spp. were observed f l y i n g  
around t h e  Manitoba t r a p  near t h e  smal l  p ieoe  of black p i p e  a t  
the  t o p  (1.5 m high) r a t h e r  than being a t t r a c t e d  t o  the t a r g e t  
nea~er t h e  ground. Th i s  obse rva t ion  is consistent with 
observations o f  feeding deer f l i e s  which o f t en  focus t h e i r  
feeding on t h e  head, neck and a n t l e r s  of caribou,  dee r  and 
noose (M.H. Colbo pars. con., smith & a. 1970) or on t h e  
h ighes t  po in t  of an animal (Ca t t s  and Olkowski 19721. 
nlthouqh t h e  f l i e s  observed around t h e  t o p  of t h e  Manitoba 
t r ape  a t  t h e  NW Gander s i t e  were not i d e n t i f i e d  t o  spec ies ,  it 
is p o s s i b l e  t h a t  g rea te r  a t t r a c t i o n  of c e r t a i n  spec ies  t o  t h e  
top  r a t h e r  t h a n  t h e  bottom of t h e  t r a p  aou ld  have been p a r t l y  
r e rponr ib la  f o r  t h e  d i f fe rences  i n  r e l a t i v e  abundance, as w e l l  
as t o t a l  ca tch ,  between t h e  Box and Manitoba t r a p s .  
Height o f  the  t a r g e t  was probably no t  a major f a c t o r  
~ o n t r i b u t i n g  t o  t r a p  d i f fe rences  i n  t h e  NW Gander study,  s i n c e  
the  he igh t  of t h e  t a r g a t s  i n  M e  two t r a p s  was s i m i l a r .  mere 
seems t o  be a complex i n t e r a c t i o n  between t r a p  deaign and t r a p  
height which in f luenaee  t h e  r e l a t i v e  abundance. Bennet and 
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Smith (1968) trapped more Tabaninae than  Chrysopinae i n  
Manitoba t r a p s  bu t ,  i n  t h e  same area, t r apped  more chrysopinae 
dur ing  an experiment using cy l inder  t r a p s .  They co l l ec ted  
more t aban ids  on  oy l indar r  12 inches (30.5 cm) r a t h e r  than 1 6  
inches  (91.4 cm) from t h e  ground, i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  -, 
which predominated i n  t h e i r  c o l l e c t i o n s ,  were not necessa r i ly  
h igher  f l i e r s  than  -. 
The amount of carbon dioxide re leased  as b a i t  may a l s o  
have an e f f e c t  on the  number and p ropor t ion  of t aban ids  
trapped (Roberts  1971, 1975).  Trap ca tches  i n  t h e  NW Gander 
s tudy  could probably have been inc reased  f o r  both types of 
t r a p  by inc reas ing  the  amount of carbon dioxide used as b a i t .  
The c a l c u l a t e d  amount r e leased  i n  t h e  p resen t  study (250 
mL/min.) was l e s s  than t h e  optimum of 1000 mL/min. suggested 
by Roberts  (1971).  Roberts  (1971) a l s o  concluded t h a t  each 
t aban id  s p e c i e s  responds optimally t o  a p a r t i c u l a r  r e l e a s e  
r a t e  of carbon dioxide;  thus  t h e  r a t e  o f  carbon d iox ide  
r e l e a s e  could a f f e c t  t h e  r e l a t i v e  abundance of spec ies  caught 
i n  t h e  t r a p s .  Th i s  would no t  be  a f a c t o r  i n  exp la in ing  
d i f f e r e n c e s  between t h e  Box and Manitoba t r a p s  b u t  may have 
influenced,  t o  some ex ten t ,  t h e  p ropor t ion  of spec ies  trapped 
as compared t o  t h a t  i n  o t h e r  s t u d i e s .  s i n c e  M o m i t r a  spp.  
seem t o  p r e f e r  l a r g e r  h o s t s  than app. (smith et a. 
1970) ,  i n c r e a s i n g  t h e  amount of carbork d i o x i d e  re leased  a t  t h e  
t r a p  (as would be  expected from a l a r g e r  h o s t  (Roberta 1971)) 
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rnight inc rae re  t h e  proportion of Hvbomitra app. i n  oo l l ec t ions  
from t h e  NW Gander area. 
Despite t h e  wide range o f  f a c t o r s  which discourage a 
d i r e c t  comparison a t  c o l l e c t i o n s  ob ta ined  from d i f f e r e n t  
sampling methods, it is poss ib le  t o  compare t h e  r e s u l t s  from 
s t u d i e s  in d i f f e r e n t  loca t ions  whish used t h e  same sampling 
teohnique. The idea  of  a c e r t a i n  t r a p  type  being c o n s i s t e n t l y  
a t t r a c t i v e  t o  c e r t a i n  spec ies  i s  suppor ted  by ca tches  of 
t aban ids  in BOX t r a p s  a t  t h e  NW Gander s i t e  dur ing  2 d i f f e r e n t  
years,  1989 and 1987 (Graham unpub.), which showed s i m i l a r  
proportions of spec ies  trapped.  As w e l l ,  sweep ne t  samples 
around a human c o l l e c t o r  i n  Algonquin Park, Onta r io  by both 
smith & al. (1970) and Davies (1959) contained very s i m i l a r  
rela'.ive abundances of tabanids.  Manitoba t r a p s ,  aocording t o  
t h e  r e s u l t s  of severa l  s t u d i e s  using such t r a p s  (Bennett  and 
Smith 1968, Pechurnan and Burton 1969, Thompson 1970, na t thysse  
.eA a. 1974, Gol in i  and Wright 1978). a r e  g e n e r a l l y  s e l e c t i v e  
f o r  Hvbonitra as opposed t o  ckc~sm.. Comparing those  r e s u l t s  
with c o l l e c t i o n s  from Manitoba t r a p s  i n  t h e  Mu Gander area, it 
appears t h a t  t absn id  populations i n  t h e  s tudy  area are  
comprised predominantly of s p e c i e s  r a t h e r  than 
Hvbomitm spec ies .  
The v a r i a b i l i t y  of r e s u l t s ,  depending on t h e  co l l ec t ion  
method, suggests t h a t  t h e  numbers and s p e c i e s  of t aban ids  
a t t r a c t e d  t o  caribou or o the r  hos t s  i n  t h e  Mu Gander h a b i t a t s  
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d i f f e r  from t h e  proport ion of tabanids co l l ec t ed  i n  Manitoba 
and Box t r aps .  Undoubtedly, t h e  a t t r a c t i v e  f ea tu res  of any 
hos t  are n o t  exac t ly  mimicked by a t r a p .  ~avever, a 
conparisonof t aban id  s p a t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  among h a b i t a t s  w i l l  
reveal  i f  t h e r e  a re  inherent  d i f f e rences  between h a b i t a t s ,  and 
thus  p o t e n t i a l  d i f f e rences  in  degree of  harassment experienced 
by a hos t ,  as long as t h e  co l l ec t ing  technique is iden t i ca l  i n  
each h a b i t a t .  
2. seasonal a a t i v i t y  
i l  Seasonal a c t i v i t y  of t s m n i d s  
F l igh t  a c t i v i t y  of tabanids i n  Newfoundland has been 
recorded from l a t e  May t o  e a r l y  September ( P h i l i p  1962). 
Maxinun a c t i v i t y  a t  t h e  NW Gander s i t e ,  as determined only 
through trapping f o r  hab i t a t  comparisons r a t h e r  than spec i f i c  
t r app ing  t o  record seasonal  a c t i v i t y ,  began i n  aid-June. 
peaked in  J u l y  and s t a r t e d  t o  dec l ine  by e a r l y  August. This 
pa t t e rn  of peak tabanid a c t i v i t y  was s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  found in  
New Brunsvisk (Lewis and Bennett 19771, Ontario (navies 1959, 
smith &a. 1970) end New Je r sey  (Thompson and Pechuman 1970) 
a l though the  NW Gander season appeared t o  s t a r t  s l i g h t l y  l a t e r  
and be of gene ra l ly  shor t e r  durat ion.  
The t iming of  peak tabanid a c t i v i t y  and durat ion of 
a c t i v i t y  w i l l  vary with d i f f e rences  i n  l a t i t u d e ,  geographicsl  
l oca t ion  and t h e  a s soc ia t ed  c l ima t i c  condit ions.  I n  l oca t ions  
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with B more sou the r ly  l a t i t u d e  than t h e  NW Gander area, 
tabanids t end  t o  become a c t i v e  e a r l i e r  i n  t h e  season than i n  
more northerly l o c a t i o n s  where they have a l a t e r ,  and s h o r t e r ,  
season of seasonal  a c t i v i t y .  A  study i n  southern ~ u a b e c  
(Thibault  and Harper 19831 shousd a c t i v i t y  from e a r l y  May t o  
e a r l y  August with a peak in June, while i n  northern Quebec, 
Maire (1984) recorded a s h o r t e r  period of a c t i v i t y  from 
mid-June t o  late-July with e peak i n  July. Baribeau and Maire 
(19a3a) found s s i m i l a r  d i f fe rence  i n  tabanid a c t i v i t y  between 
a temperate and a subarc t i c  loca t ion .  I n  Church i l l ,  Manitoba. 
the  seasonal a c t i v i t y  was concentrated from t h e  middle of J u l y  
throuqh August wi th  a peak i n  e a r l y  August (Mi l l e r  1951). 
about a month l a t e r  than  in t h e  NW Gander area i n  Newfoundland 
and more sou the r ly  s tud ies .  
It h a s  been suggested t h a t  temperature is the  governing 
f a c t o r  behind seasonal  d i s t r i b u t i o n  (Davies 1959, ~ a i r e  1981, 
T a ~ h i r o  and Schwardt 1953). At t h e  NW Gander s i t e ,  higher 
temperatures e a r l y  i n  t h e  summer of 1989 could have caused 
tabanid a c t i v i t y  t o  peak s l i g h t l y  e a r l i e r  than  i n  1988. A 
~ o m p a r i s ~ n  of temperatures from mid-June t o  t h e  end of the 
month shows, on average,  temperatures higher by a b u t  4 ' C  i n  
1989 122.5 -C Eompared t o  18.5 * c )  eor  t h i s  t ime period.  
Similarly.  Tashiro and Schwardt (19531, who recor i sd  t h e  onse t  
of t aban id  a c t i v i t y  t o  be 10 days e a r l i e r  i n  t h e  sesond yea r  
of t h e i r  study,  a t t r i b u t e d  the e a r l i e r  emergence of t aban ids  
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t o  the re la t ive ly  higher temperature. tha t  year during the 
l a t e  spring and early sumel. as oomparad t o  t h e i r  f i r a t  eaason 
of oo11ecting. 
11) seasonal ac t iv i ty  or individual species 
In terms of species seasonality, there  were also some 
s imi lar i t ies  noted betwean the  NH Gander s i t e  and other 
locations. Although the season of tabsnid ac t iv i ty  reported 
i n  other studies may have occurred e a r l i e r  or l a t e r  than in 
t h e  NW Gander andmay have been or greater or lesser  duration, 
some species, re la t ive  t o  the  others, were consistently early 
or  lata-season spacias. Generally, the  early-season apeoien, 
i n  the NW Gander area and in other studies, r-re r. 
(Lewis and Bennett 1977, Pechman and Burton 1969, Thibault 
and Harper 1983), 8. l!xjd?, (Lewis and Bennett 1977, Maire 
1984, Thibault and 1:lrper 1983, Smith & u. 1970) and H. 
&?%liS (Lewis and Bennatt 1977, Teakey 1960). The sperries 
appearing l a t e r  in  t h e  Baason were 8. f ronta l& (Teskey 1960) 
and H. ninuecula (Thibault and Harper 1983). ChrveoDs a te& 
r. a and 9 .  .- appeared early i n  the  season and 
had a re la t ive ly  long period of ac t iv i ty  as they did in 
atudies by MeCreadie and Colbo (1985) and Thibault and Harper 
(1983). D a v i ~ s  (1959) notnd a seasonal change in tho 
spp. of Algonqvin Park, Ontario, from species predominantly 
brown i n  EO~OUI-,  ear ly  in t h e  season, t o  grey-colourad species 
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l a t e r  in t h e  year. This trend war also obeervad t o  a degree 
in  t h e  NU Gander area, where t h e m  species which were 
predominantly brown in  colour. H. W and H. w, 
appeared e a r l i e r  in t h e  season and ended t h e i r  ac t iv i ty  
e a r l i e e t h a n  8. frontalis and a. m, species more grey 
in oolour. 
Some of the a c t i v i t y  pattsrns in  other s tudies  d i f fered  
from those Observed a t  t h e  NW Gander study s i t e .  Far exampla, 
H. f ronta l i s ,  a late-&>pearing species in t h e  NW Gander study, 
appeared re la t ive ly  e a r l i e r  in  New Brunswisk but continued i t s  
ac t iv i ty  u n t i l  l a t e  in  t h e  seeson (Lewis and Bennett (1977). 
Maire (1984) trapped H. U&h on the eastern shore of Hudson 
Bay where it had a re la t ive ly  longer period of a c t i v i t y  than  
S. ex-, S. furcatus and H. f ronta l i s ;  the reverse or t h e  
NW Gander s i tua t ion .  Smith & a. (1970) found t h a t  r. 
sszUSu3 had a longer period of ac t iv i ty  than in t h e  NW Gander 
s i t s .  
i i i l  1nflu.nee of weather on neaaonal astirrity 
Within the  general pattern of peak seasonal s s t i v i t y ,  
there  a m  dai ly  var ia t ions  whish a r e  l i k e l y  caused, a t  l e a s t  
i n  p a r t ,  by variable meteorological factors.  Temparature and 
cloud cover have been ident i f ied  as two of the most 
inf luent ia l  envirormmer.ta1 factors af fec t ing  tabanid ac t iv i ty  
(Burnett and Hays 1974, Joyce and Hansens 1968, Schulze &a. 
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1975). The affect of the above two factors was not 
ascertained in the NW Gander study since trapping was carried 
out on sunny, warm days in order to gather large numbers of 
tabanids for analysis of abundance between habitats. However, 
on July 14. 1988, when it became cloudy soon after the dry ice 
was set out, the lowest catch of the year was reoorded (Fig. 
411). The cloudy weather on that day was also combined with a 
slightly lower maximum temperature. The dacreased zatch on 
June 30, 1989 (Pig. 48) may have been related, not only to 
strong winds, but to the partly cloudy conditions. 
Wind velocity wan the only meteorological factor lessucad 
in the NW Gander study that was significantly correlated with 
tabsnid activity. The peak of aotivity in both years, July 16 
in 1988 and July 10 in 1989 (Fig. 4). were associated with 
very light winds. A rise in tabanid activity on July 18, 
1989, as conpared to the previous trapping day, was associated 
with calm 'mather. A decrease in activity on June 30, 1989 
w e l ,  in the same way, associated with a day of strong winds. 
Burnett and Haye (1974) mentioned wind ve1ocit.y change per 
hour as an influencing factor but noted that it seemed to be 
lees important than barometric pressure, temperature, 
evaporation or sky radiation. Sohulze gf a. (1975) did not 
inslvdo wind ve10eity among the environmental factors in their 
predictive model and two other studies reported that tabanid 
activity was not at all related to wind speed (Joyce and 
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nansens 196s. Alverson and Noblat 19771. 
3. Spatial distribution 
other studies comparing spatial distribution of tabanids 
have involved habitats not directly comparable to those in the 
present study so a resemblance to results from the m Gander 
study can only ba suggested. 
i) General distribution between habitats 
1n both years at the NW Gander study rite, tabanids were, 
on average, more abundant in the woods as compared to the 
regrowth or road, both driar and less vegetated habitats (Fig. 
6). Similarly, a Japanese study af tabanid habitat preference 
(maoka 1975) found tabanids to be nore abundant in a forest 
than in a pasture or on the border of a pasture and forest. 
1n N ~ W  Jeraey, observations of tabanids feeding on hogs 
indicated that herds in wooded areas were more subject to 
attack than those in open fields (Weiner and Hansens 1975). 
Tabanid abundance in wooded areas in the NW Gander study 
site compared with that in two open peatlands, namely s fen 
and bog (Pig. 6 ) ,  produoed somewhat snornalous results. The 
fen was ranked higher than the woods in both years, whereas 
the bog was aignificantly lower than tho woods in 1988 and 
ranked higher but not aignificantly so in 1989. A study of 
four habitats in the Laurentians, Quebec (Thibault and Harper 
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19831, using two oonnunity indices of productivity, found that 
a closed forest was lass productive for tsbanids than a bog 
lake. This is comparable to differences in abundance between 
the fen and woods in the NW Gander study. The greater amount 
of maistura in the NW Gander fen and the boq lake in the 
Quebec study, compared to that of the wooded areas or NW 
Gander bog, seems to be a common feature associated with 
greater tabanid abundanse. 
The results of some studies did not indicate a strong 
habitat praferenoe ror tabsnids as a group. Thornhill and 
Hays (1972) concluded from their release and recapture 
experiments that the tabanids were equally distributed 
th~oughout the research area. Smith et al. (1970) found that 
tabanids in Algonquin Perk, Ontaria were generally uniformly 
distributed with the exception of one sylvan site, which may 
have beell more favourable due to the presence of captive 
animals. However, several studies, including the above study 
by smith et aJ. (1970), have revealed some de'inite habitat 
preferences for a number of individual tabanid species. 
At the NW Gander location. Chrvso~s excitans war more 
abundant in the fen than in a wooded habitat. The sane trend 
wa% found in Labrador by Mccreadie and Colbo (1985) who showed 
this species preferred a fen (92.4% of the catch) as opposed 
to a wooded site (1.3k) when trapped with unbaited Manitoba 
traps. Of four habitats in a Quebec study (Thibault and 
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Harper 19831, c. was far more abundant in the three 
open habitats, particularly near a bog lake, than in the 
woods. 
The only other common species present at the NW Gander 
site that has been extensively studied elsewhere in Canada is 
c. m. whereas r. at the NW Gander site was 
assooiated predrrninantly with wooded areas, Golini and Wright 
(1978) noted a praeerence related to the degree oe sail 
wetness. Perhaps the spatial distribution of this cpeoies is 
influenced by a combination of soil wetness and amount of 
forest canopy, since the habitats in which C. g z & i & ~ ~  
predominated in the Golini and Wright (1978) study appeared 
from the descriptions to be nore densely wooded, as well as 
being generally wetter. Smith & a. (1970) described an 
anomalous distribution for 5,. since they trapped a 
greater proportion of this species along a river than in 
either of the wooded habitats, but collected it only rarely 
from a lakeshore. 
A change in species composition may be effected through 
human alteration of habitat. The disturbance of forested 
area- by clear cutting, at the NW Gander study area, to form 
early successional stages (roads and regrowth) shifted the 
predominant species in tho aomunity from c. gd&M 
and c. einzalue to c. sxdtans and c. iw~&~. In a similar 
manner, the species composition in an area of Japan (Inaoka 
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1975) experienced a shift in connection with advancing 
ruralization. Inaoka suggested that the clearing of forested 
land for agriculture brought about the observed changes in the 
tabanid assemblage in ~okkaido from a forest-eurytopic species 
co.p1ex predominating in naenatoaora Bigot to an 
openland-eurytopic complex with a predominance of Tabanus 
nieoonifur, Murdoch et Takahasi. 
ii) Rslsons for spatial distribution 
many factors, same of which are likely to interact, may 
explain the distribution of tabanids, on both the generic and 
species level, between different habitats. These factors 
include the relationship between larval and adult habitats, 
the ability a€ adults to disperse f m n  the larval habitat, the 
presence of nectar sources in a habitat and the relative 
importance of vision and olfaction in hoat-seeking for 
different spaoies. Daily variation in the general 
distribution patterns of tabanids between habitats may be 
caused by differences in the peak activity of species with 
different habitat preferences, variable weather conditions 
between days or. the presence of host animals near the traps or 
in the study area. Sone of the above factors, as well as 
differences in how traps are perceived by tsbsnids in 
different habitats, may cause or give the impression of a 
microhabitat preference. 
a0 
a. Relationship between larval and adult habitat 
preference 
The preferred larval habitat of a spesies may influence 
the likelihood of finding an adult in any particular habitat. 
A study in Japan indicated that the spatial distribution of 
adult tabanida was not directly related to the presence of 
potantial hosts in a habitat but rather depended on the 
existence of larval habitats in the sampling sites (Hayakawa 
et aL. 1989). -
The larval habitats of son* of the species found in the 
nw Gander area have been described briefly (Peohuman 1981, 
Teskey 1969). Tabanid larvae generally develop in mud, 
organic matter or moss in a damp or wet area, often near s 
lake or stream (Pechuman 1981). The larvae of spp. 
and Wmikm spp. are described by Chv6la e+ a. (1972) as 
"hydraphilous" since they develop in or around water. Taahiro 
and Schwaedt (1953) determined in their study that larval 
Populations, especially spp., are higher in wetter 
soil. Moss has been reported as a common substrate for larvae 
of C. excitsns and C. and sphagnum moss, in 
particular, for a. M, ti. fronfalis, H. & and 8. 
zQrd& (Pechuman 1981, Baribeau and maire 1983b). The 
larvae of 6. & have been reported to develop in 
Slow-flowing streams (Teskey 1969) and in organic matter near 
the water's edge (Pechuman 19.31). 
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considering that damp noes and sphagnum are generally the 
larval habitate for many species trapped at the NW Gander 
site, the higher adult abundances in the fen, woods and bag. 
in 1989, and the lower abundance in the two drier, less mossy 
habitats (regrowth and road) support the etudy by ~ ~ y a k a v a  st
a. (1989) relating adult and larval habitats. A s  well, 
tabanid abundance was consistently high in the fen, which was 
the wettest of the five habitats and probably a highly 
favourable habitat for developing larvae. In 1988, though, 
the bog, a damp and mossy habitat, was often ranked among the 
habitats with the lowest abundance of tsbanids indicating that 
factors, Other than presence or close proximity of larval 
habitats, were affecting the trap catches. 
Studies which address the distribution of C. m, a
specie- almost exclusively sylvan in the NW Gander study, do 
not support the idea that larval distribution is the govarning 
factor behind adult distribution of this species. Baribeau 
and Maire (1983b) noted that larvae of c. frisidus ware found 
in the open and not just the farasted sections of a Quebec 
bog. Golini and Wright (1978) suggested that increased soil 
moisture favoured greater numbers of C. .O&&!a and, in a 
different study by James (1963), larvae of this epe?ies were 
found under leaf debris at the sloping edge of a pool. 
However, catches of this speoies in the fen at the NW Gander 
study site were much lower tnan in the nearby woods, a 
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tabanid adults and larvae in a bog and a fen in southern 
Quebec, found eight species of Hvbomitra larvae of the 
thirteen adult species trapped but, of the twenty-one 
species trapped as adults, larvae from only two species were 
coll~cted. In their study, there was an obvious habitat 
preference by the adults of c. ae.tuan. that did not seem to 
be related to the larval habitat; hundreds of adults were 
trapped in the fen and only two in the bog, but no larvae ware 
collected from either habitat. Thus it would seen that, 
although there is .one relationship between larval and adult 
habitats, factors other than larval habitat are also involved 
in the adult distribution. 
b. Dispersal ability 
The spatial distribution of adult females may he affected 
by their ability to disperse from the site where the larvae 
and pupae develop to a habitat where a potential host may be 
encountered. It is probable thst tabanids could travel to all 
habitats within the 3.0 r 3.5 km' trapping area in the NW 
Gander study. In release and recapture experiments, Shappard 
and Wilson (1976) trapped adulte thst had flown up to 6.8 km 
from the release point. As ,:ell, the inefficiency of 
localized insactiaide control programs (Brown and Morrison 
1955) could ba explained by the ability of tabanids to make 
comparatively drier habitat. 
The adults of C. were trapped in all five habitats, 
often in traps which were not close to a slow-flowing stream 
Or standing water, habitats where the larvae have been 
reported to develop. This species must either disperse quite 
a distanOe fraa the larval habitat or the possible larval 
habitats are more diverse than the ones listed above. 
In some cases, theee does seen to be a relationship 
between larval habitat and adult habitat preference. Teskey 
(1969) found larvae of H. ninisovla predominantly in apan 
areas. This corresponds well to the adult distribution in the 
NW Gander, where this species was trapped exclusively in open 
areas in 1988 and 701 in the open during 1989. 
Several studies have specifically compaeed the larval 
habitat with that of the adult to deternine if there was a 
relationship between the two. A study carried out in 
HOkkaido, Japan, revealed that larval habitats did not 
corraspond exactly with those of the adult females but there 
appeared to be some relationship between the larval and adult 
habitats (Inaoka 1975). Of the tabanid species which had 
larvae found in the forest, two spacias were sylvatic as 
adults and two were eurytropic. Most, but not all, of the 
aquatic larvae were eurytropic; as adults, and both species 
with lervaa found in grasslands were preferentially openland 
species as adults. Baribeau and Maire (1983b). who sampled 
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long f l i g h t s .  Not a l l  s t u d i e s  on t aban id  d i s p e r s a l  have 
recorded long-distance f l i g h t s .  Bennett and Smith (1968) 
found t h a t  Tabaninas "'auld t r a v e l  up to 1 mi le  (1.6 krp) away; 
Chrysopinae up rio 1 114 mi les  (2.0 k n ) ,  al though thay  d i d  not 
s e t  t r a p s  a t  d i s t ances  f a r t h e r  away. Thornh i l l  and Hays 
(1972) placed t r a p s  up t o  a n i l e  from t h e  r e l e a s e  po in t  but 
found mast o f  t h e  recap tu res  within h a l f  a mi l s  (0.8 km). 
However, even i f  most tabanids were r e s t r i c t e d  t o  
approximately 1 km f l i g h t s ,  members of t h e  same population of 
t aban ids  would still be e a s i l y  ab le  t o  access, f o r  example. 
t h e  t h r e e  h a b i t a t s  i n  t h e  1989 fonlwoods/regrowth comparison 
a l l  s i t u a t e d  wi th in  an area of I km'. t he s i g n i f i c a n t  
d i f fe rences  i n  abundance detected between t h e s e  h a b i t a t s  
i n d i c a t e s  a s p e c i e s  h a b i t a t  preference r a t h e r  than proximity 
t o  a breeding h a b i t a t .  
c. Nectar feeding 
~ a g n a r e l l i  & a. (1979), i n  a study of s a l t  marsh 
t aban ide  i n  Connecticut ,  observed G. f u l s i n o s u s  and C. 
a t l a n t i c u s  feed ing  on yarrow and swamp rose which grew on o r  
near t h e  s a l t  f l a t s  where t h e  a d u l t s  of t h e s e  spec ies  were 
ac t ive .  The presence of varioua nectar sugars ,  o f t en  toge the r  
wi th  po l l en  g r a i n s ,  i n  over 90% of t h e  dee r  f l i e s  t e s t a d ,  
suggested t o  t h e s e  au thore  an important  a s s o c i a t i o n  between 
salt marsh tabanids and plants on which they feed. Studies an 
nectar feeding by tabanids ware not carried out in the NW 
Gander study, but it is possible that the spatial distribution 
may have been affected to a degree by the presence of 
important nectar sources in various habitats. 
Neither the study by Maqnarelli& d. (1979), nor other 
investigations into nectar feeding (Kniepert 1980, Lewis and 
Leprince lssl), have proven whether tabanids can utilize a 
wide nunber of plant species within a habitat or whether they 
must Seek out certain plants. Howaver, a study by Wilson and 
Lieux (1972), which found up to 27 different pollen types in 
the guts of tabanids they collected, indicated that tabanids 
seek carbohydrates from a variety of plant sources. These 
authors also suggested that greater utilization of some plant 
species was due to the greater availability oi those plants 
rather than a preference by the tabanida. 
Habitats with no or limited vegetation, such as the road 
or early eegrawth areas in the NW Gander study arec, offer a 
paucity of nectar souroes for tabanids. However, as disoussed 
previously, the ability of tabanidstotravel between habitats 
makes it unlikely that lack of nectar sources war an important 
factor in the decreased abundance of tabanids in the regrowth 
and road traps in the NW Gander study. 
Although the presence of nectar sources may not play much 
Of a role in the initial attraction of s tabanid to a host or 
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trap in s habitat, tha lask of nectar sources may have an 
effect on the degree of harassment experienced by caribou, or 
other hosts, over a period of time in a habitat. Hughes kt 
El. (1981) suggested that if the confort movements of horses, 
which are standing on bare ground, prevent tabanids from 
landing and blood-feeding, eventually the flies will have to 
leave the animals in order to replenish energy reserves from 
carbohydrate sources on nearby vegetation. Thus, it would be 
advantageous for horsas, or caribou, to move to an area of 
bare ground when tahanid activity is high. During the NW 
o~nder study, there were many occasions during the afternoons 
of peak tabanid activity when caribou were observed standing 
or lying on bare roadways (pers. obr.) 
d. Relative importance of olfaction and vision in 
different habitats 
A pattarn of tahanid spatial distribution, as determined 
by trap catches in various habitats, may be influenced by 
whether the attractive features of a trap are visual, 
olfactory or a combination of both. Peaturea of various 
habitats may affect the ability of tabanids to visually locate 
a host or trap, or to detect a source of carbon dioxide. 
~ccreadie and colbo (1985) suggested that the visual 
attractiveness of a Manitoba trap (net baited with carbon 
dioxide) made this trap more efficient in an open fen as 
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compared to tha woods, thus accounting for the extremely high 
propoetion of ~ o ~ s  excitaw they trapped in the fen. 
Smith ar d. (1970). using only carbon dioxide as an 
attractant, reported c. axcitans to be fairly ubiquitous 
throughout the four habitats they etudied, implying that this 
species could detect carbon dioxide equally well in open and 
forested areas. The present study, which found S. excitsns to 
~ ~ V O U I .  Open habitats, especially the fen, used a combination 
of ~isual and olfactory stimuli; the improved visibility of 
the target in the open habitats perhaps enhancing the 
efficiency of the traps in those habitats. On the other hand, 
Roberts (1977) found that carbon dioxide together with the 
presence of a black target did not signifioantly increase 
numbers of tabanids in a Malaise trap over those collected 
with carbon dioxide alone; thus he assumed the t w o  attractants 
were sampling the same population. 
The effectiveness of carbon dioxido bait may vary with 
habitat in a similar way that the efficiency of a visual 
attractant may be influenced by the habitat in whish the host 
or trap is located. Helle and Aspi (1984) discovered that 
blood-sucking insects were trapped less frequently on a sandy 
riverbank than on a grassymeadow. They suggested that higher 
temperatures m the sand bank caused the air to warn up and 
rise, carrying carbon dioxide from the trap with it, and thus 
decreased the Insects effisiency in locating the trap.   his 
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theory would apply t o  the  1989 trapping r e s u l t s  from the m 
Gander study where t h e  regrowth. which had patches of bare 
ground, and the  road showed lower t rap  catches. ne l le  and 
Aspi (1984) suggested t h a t  the ef fec t  of bare ground on carbon 
dioxide dispersal explains the  frequent use of sandy patshas 
as res t ing  places by reindeer and caribou during the  insect 
season. As mentioned. caribou in t h e  Nw Gander area were a lso  
observed lying an d i r t  roads or bare, sandy patches during 
peak tabanid a c t i v i t y  (pers. obe.).  McElligott and noIver 
(1987) suggest t h a t  wind aaross open spaces is l ike ly  t o  
dis rupt  the  plumes of carbon dioxide. s ince  muoh higher 
numbers of tabanids were caught i n  the fen  as compared t o  i n  
t h e  woods, i n  1989, the  v isua l  a t t rac t iveness  of the t rap  may 
have cornpansated f o r  any disturbance of the  carbon dioxide 
plumes. 
MCEllisott and HcIver (1987) suggest t h a t  t h e  importance 
of v isua l  cues and carbon dioxide depends on t h e  habi ta t  i n  
which t h e  tabanid is host-seeking; viaion being of nore 
importanse i n  opan area. and carbon dioxide a l e r t i n g  tabanids 
t o  the  presence of a host i n  a wooded area where locating it 
visua l ly  would be d i f f i c u l t .  The a b i l i t y  t o  u t i l i z e  both 
senses effectively, depending on the habi ta t ,  is, they 
suggest, sdvantagaoue f o r  tabanid.. Thornhill  and Hays 
(1972), who oarried out mark and recapture experiments with 
tabanids i n  Alabama, laention t h a t  t h e  amount of wooded t e r r a i n  
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in  the Plight path from the  release point t o  t h e  t r a p  seemed 
t o  have no ef fec t  on the  number of recaptures. They were 
using sticky cylindrioal t raps  baited with oarbon dioxide, a 
combination of visual and olfactory a t t rac tants  which appeared 
t o  allow the tabanids t o  host-seek effectively no matter what 
t h e  habitat.  
I t  i s  possible t h a t  d i f ferent  species r e l y  t o  varying 
degrees on olfaction and vision t o  losate t h e i r  hosts. 
chrvaons friaidue, whichwas a primarily sylvan species in  t h e  
m Gander study, may be more e f f i c i e n t  a t  locating a host 
using odour, as may p. t o  a lesser  degree. 
w a n d  p. -, l a s s  than 20% of which were trappad 
in  the  woods, may r e l y  more heavily on vision. I t  was 
observed, during the fenlwoodslregrowth comparison of 1989, 
t h a t  before t h e  ice was s e t  out on some afternoons, same 
tabanids were already oaught in  t h e  Box traps. m e y  were 
absent from the two t raps  i n  the  canopied woods but present i n  
t h e  t raps  in  the  clearings, fen and regrowth. m i s  suggests 
t h a t  the ta rget  was an effec t ive  visual ta rget  i n  the open but 
ineffective, O r  effeotive Only a t  close range a f t e r  i n i t i a l  
a t t rac t ion  t o  Carbon dioxide, in t h e  shaded woods. Bennett 
and Smith (1968) also concluded t h a t  sy lvat i s  tabanids depend 
on s t imul i  in  addition t o  vision i n  t h e i r  host seeking sine. 
t h e i r  =age traps, s e t  i n  forested areas, were unsuccessful i n  
capturing tabanids without M e  use of carbon dioxide. 
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e. Effect of individual species activity and habitat 
preference 
In 1988, tha two days which show statistical differences 
between habitats for tabanids as a group, July 14 and 16, are 
also the only two days where there vere significant 
differences in the abundance of r. between habitats. 
considering the predominanoe of r. excitan. in the 1988 
collections, spatial distribution of this species influences 
the results for tsbanids as a whole. C. tz&I,&s demonstrated 
a preference for wooded areas throughout the season but, since 
it made up proportronately much less of the catch than C. 
a, it did not have the sane impact on spatial 
distribution of tabanidr as a group. r. Zsid&!s did show a 
marked peak of activity on July 18, which equalized the 
abundance ranking of tabanidr in the woods, which had a high 
catch of C. f L i W ,  and the fen, where C. a was 
predominantly active. Thus, differences in tabanid abundance 
between habitats, on that day, were not statistically 
significant using a Kruskal-Wallis test. 
In 1989, the collections vere not dominated by any one 
species, as was the case with C. arcitsns in 1988, thua the 
activity of any one species did not have nuoh a marked affect 
on the perception of tabanid activity in general. Even 
though, in the boglwoodslroad comparison, there were 
significant differences in abundance between habitats for each 
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of the four most common species, the preference of G. sx&ta~~ 
and c. furcatus for the bog habitat and of C. W and C. 
eor wooded areas decreased the differences in 
abundance for tabanids as a group between habitats in this 
compsrison. 
e. Effect of weather conditions 
When a combination of seasonality and unfavourable 
weather conditions reduced the daily catch to low levels, 
slight variations in actual numbers became magnified using the 
syatem of ranks associated with the Kruskal-Wallis tast. Low 
catches on July 14, 1988 and an June 28 and 30, 1989 were 
associated with a significant difference between habitats on 
those days. Certainly, there is a colnplex interaction between 
seasonality, and various important neteorological factors, 
such as Wind, cloud cover and temperature, whish makes it 
difficult to attribute daily differences to any one factor. 
A study of interaotians between horseflies and horses in 
the Camargue. Prance revealed a negative effect of wind speed 
on the landing rate of the tabanids, an sffaot considered 
separate from, elthough related to, the negative effect of 
wind on number of flier present around the horses (Hughes & 
a. 19811. These authors observed the horses moving to an 
open, bare area when tabanids became very abundant end active 
and suggested, assuming that wind speed is greater over bare 
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ground than over vegetation, that the horses ware moving to an 
area with higher expected wind velocities. strong winds on 
June 30 and July 21, 1989 probably contributed ta the low 
catches in the regrowth and road respectively, areas with 
little or no vegetation, and thus emphasized differences in 
tabanid abundance when compared to the other habitats in the 
comparison. 
Windy conditions may have affected the collacting 
efficianoy of traps more in same habitats than in others. For 
example, tho canopy part of the Manitoba trap tended to flap 
in the wind and soma flies on the side of the trap may have 
been blown out before moving upwards to the collecting jar. 
since the bog used in 1988 was mare open, and windier, than 
any of the other habitats in the comparison, decreased 
efficiency of the Manitoba trap in collecting the attracted 
tabanids could have contributed to the low tabanid catches on 
the bog in that year. 
g. Microhabitat preference 
Several authors have mentioned a speoific "microhabitat" 
preference for tabanids (Bennett and smith 1968, Golini and 
Wright 1978).   he latter authors disoovered a majority of 
tabanid species were stratified within the first 100 m from a 
wooded area; collections decreased as traps were placed 
farther from the woods and toward an open hilltop. They 
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attributed this spatial distribution to a tendency for moat 
species to remain close to the breeding ground, in the 23mp 
woods, and suggested that only a few species would disperse 
farther from their breeding sites. Bennett and Smith 11968). 
collected more tabanidr in a trap placed in a clearing on s 
road through the woods than in traps near a lake, by a river 
or at another rite on the road. They had no explanation foe 
this apparent microhabitat preference. 
At the NW Gander site, differences between given traps 
within a habitat were not statistically significant, buttheee 
was often great variation in tabanid abundance at the 
different traps. 1nthe woods, during 1989 comparisons, there 
differences appeared to have some consistency; the traps in 
the canopied woods generally caught less than those placed in 
clearings in the woods. The ground in the clearings was drier 
and there was less moss than in the ~anopied wwds, thus it 
seems unlikely that distance from the preferred larval 
habitat, as Golini and Wright (1978) suggested, would have had 
a great effect on the "microhabitat" distribution of the 
adults. In the fen, the differenaes between trap catches was 
quite large on some days butthera was no obvious pattern to 
which catches were high and which low. variable 
meteorological factors, such as changing wind conditions or 
degree of cloudiness, may have influenced the ability or the 
flies to locate the trap but there was no statistical 
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oorrelation between individcaltrap catches andneteorolagical 
factors. 
The interaction of a trap, or a particular feature of a 
trap, with the surrounding environment may influence the 
ability of tabanids to perceive the trap and thus, in some 
cases, could give the impression of a microhabitat prefzrenoe. 
~t the four different trap looations in the woods, vegetation 
concealed the target to different degrees, but there was no 
significant correlation with a visibility index, estimating 
the percent of the target whish was visible, and the average 
trap catch at each site. Perhaps the amount of reflected 
light from the target, rather than the percent of the target 
visible, was a factor in the apparently lower trap catches 
from the two sites in the shaded woods. Since attractiveness 
increases with the number of surfaces reflecting sunlight 
along paths parallel to the ground (Thorsteinson s t  a. 1 9 6 6 ) .  
the two traps in or alongaide a clearing, where sunlight sould 
refleot off the bucket target, nay have been more attractive 
than the two in the canopied woods where the target would 
presumably be less reflective. As Roberts (1970)  found out 
when measuring reflected light from Malaise traps, the 
reflectance ve.1~~0 will vary depending on the relationship of 
the trap side to the angle of incidence of sunlight. Thus the 
visibility of a trap in open habitats may not be equivalent in 
a11 dir~otions and could play a role in creating highly 
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variable catches between traps in the open. 
h. Presence Of animal8 
Several studies have suggested that the presence of host 
aniaala near tabanid traps may increase the catch in those 
traps (colini and Wright 1978, natthysre g a. 1974, smith pt 
a. 1970). The presence of caribou near the traps in the NW 
Gander study was not monitored while the traps were operating 
but caribou were observed in the vicinity of the traps at 
other timss. Since caribou were widely dispersed and nova 
frequently within an area, it is not likely they remained near 
traps long enough to significantly affect the results. 
I .  Relationship of trap catahss to nmber and speoies of 
tabanida biting oaribou 
since the Box traps and Manitoba traps used in this study 
did not at all resemble woodland caribou, tha attractive 
features of the trap were likely perceived differently by 
tabanids than an actual host would be perceived. Not only 
were visual features different, but the amount of carbon 
dioxide being emitted from the traps, which has a relationship 
with the ceeponse of individual species (Robert. 1971), was 
probably much less than that nornally given off by a caribou. 
Therefore, the composition of the trap collactions cannot be 
assumed to reflect the number and species of tabanids 
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harassing caribou in the study area. 
A number of studies illustrate a difference between trap 
catches and the proportion of tsbanido harassing animals or 
show a definite host preference that is not discriminated hy 
the traps. Weiner and Hansens (1975) noticed that akkmus 
a t e a a  commonly fed on hogs in New Jersey but was rarely 
- 
captured in traps set up near the animals. c. friqidus was 
oolle~ted in low numbers by Levis and Bennett (1977) in New 
Brunsuick, but it was the most abundant species of 
attracted to and observed feeding on cattle in the area. The 
same species, although an infrequent pest of man in Algonqvin 
Park. Ontario as determined in sweep net sampling (Smith et 
al. 1970). comprised 268 of the Chrysopinae collected from 
-
deer an.' 17% of those oollectad from moose. 1n contrast to 
the above studies, though, is a study by Roberts (19721, who 
discovered no significant difference in catches between 
Malaise traps baited with oarbon dioxide or with a steer. 
The various species of tabanids will have different host 
preferences or have a different effect on their hosts, making 
some species greater pests than others. The number of deer 
flier war generally lower than the number of horse flies 
feeding on hogs in a study by Weiner and Hanaena (1975). 
These two authors also noted some differencee in the tabsnid 
species biting hoesea and hogs. The sire of the blood meal 
that is taken will vary with species. Thomas and Gooding 
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(1976) found t h a t  H. -.takes between 42.0 - 131.9 Mg of 
blood as conpared t o  c. furoatus which takas 17.2-41.6 Mg. 
The re la t ive  numbers of tabanids present in a habitat.  as 
indicated by t r a p  oatches, may not be d i rec t ly  re la ted  t o  the 
number landing on and thus harassing caribou o r  other hosts. 
Hughes Bfr a. (1981) noticed tha t  horses i n  t h e  Camargue, 
Prance would move t o  a bare area when tabanid ac t iv i ty  
increased hut suoh a move apparently did not decrease the 
numbers of tabanida on or about the  horses. Rather, the 
landing r a t e  of f l i e s  wits reduced perhaps due t o  wind ef fec ts ,  
thus reducing the  harassment level,  and seemed t o  be partly 
independent of t h e  number of tsbanids in  t h e  a i r  arovnd the 
horses. 
The apparent preference of cer ta in  tabanid species i n  the 
NW Gander study area for  either a wooded o r  an open habitat.  
as demonstrated by t h e i r  d i f fer ing  a b i l i t i e s  t o  locate  a t rap  
in t h e  d i f ferent  habitats,  imply t h a t  there are rea l  
differences i n  tabanid abundance between habitats.  Howewt, 
a l l  of the  common species were trapped in  each of t h e  habitats 
sampled. This indioates tha t  i n  an area where potent ia l  hosts 
move between open and forested habitats,  t h e  tabanids i n  those 
habitats are equipped t o  some degree t o  locate t h e  hosts in 
whichever habitat they are situated. 
The resul t s  of t h i s  study do not indicate t h a t  foreatcd 
areas provide an "insect-relief" habitat forwoodland caribou. 
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I n  fac t ,  roads and regrowth areas crested by clear-cut logging 
operations had fewer overall  numbers of tabanid.. Before more 
=an be said about the ef feot  of habitat a l te ra t ion  on the 
degree of tabanid harassment experienced by caribou in the 
area, more must be knom about the host prefsrencea of the 
tabanid speoies which were collected i n  the present study. 
8 .  BIIIOLIDAE 
1. Relative abumaanm of blaekfly .p.ci.s 
The species Businuliumeurvaminiculum, which made up the 
majority of the  b lackf l ies  caught in  the  present study, i s  
known from other atudies t o  be ornithophilic (Bennett and 
F a l l i s  1971). The other two species identified in the NW 
Gander study, Prosimuliun and 
varesundum, are  considered mamalaphilic (Levis and Bennett 
1973, McCreadie 1983). It is unlikely tAat &y. 
. . eurvadnlnlclllsm would contribute much t o  t h e  harassment of 
caribou i n  t h e  area sxeept, perhaps, as a minor annoyance i f  
these f l i e s  were i n i t i a l l y  a t t rac ted  t o  carbon dioxide 
produoed by t h e  caribou. Busimulium spp. compris~d lees than 
18 of t h e  collaotions by Martin (1987) near st. John's using 
t h e  same type of t r a p  and has not, i n  genaral, been widely 
collected in  Newfounalane (-1s and Bennett 1973. Mccreadie 
1983, Pickavance s a. 1970). 
2. Spatial d is t r ibut ion  
There was s noticeable preference of 
eurvaminiaulum for the  fen habitat;  re la t ive ly  few were 
collected in  t h e  wooded areas. As Bennett and P a l l i s  (1971) 
diesovered, the  d is t r ibut ion  of Euhirnuliu. 
(reported as B k d h  m d m i n i c u l 4 ? 0  Daviea) was concentrated 
a t  or near the shorelines oi lakes and r ivers  and suggested an 
adaptation t o  the  preferred environment of t h e i r  host, the  
cornon l w n .  The s p a t i a l  d is t r ibut ion  of t h i e  species i n  the 
MI Gander study may be related t o  tha t  of t h e i r  host,  since 
the  fen i n  the comparison lay along t h e  Owl Pond system of 
streams and ponds and was a suitable habi ta t  for. loons and 
other large waterfowl. Although loons were never sighted, 
they were often heard ca l l ing  in  t h e  area around the  fen. 
The reeul ts  of t h e  blackzly trapping support t h e  idea 
t h a t  host-seeking f l i e s  do have habi ta t  preferenoes or, a t  
leas t ,  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  de tec t  a host d i f f e r s  i n  d i f ferent  
habitats.  Trapping methods used i n  t h i e  study t o  compare 
re la t ive  abundance of tabsnida and b lackf l ies  betweenhabitats 
a r e  able t o  elucidate some of these habi ta t  preferences o r  
differences in  host detection i n  d i f ferent  habi ta ts .  
SUMMARY 
1. A total of 4912 tabanids were collected at the NW Gander 
study site in Eentral Newfoundland using modified Manitoba 
traps, from July 5-21, 1988. and Box traps. from June 28-July 
24, 1989; all traps were baited with Earbon dioxide. ~ight 
speoies of and seven species of Hvb itra were 
collected; spp. made up over 93% of the catch in both 
years. Four npeoias were consistently common: G. m, r. 
m, c. furcatus and G. w. 
2. Tabanid activity, as determined by trap collections 
consisting primarily of species, peaked in mid-July 
in both years. The peak of activity several days earlier in 
July, 1989 may be attributed to Warner. temperatures in June 
and early July of 1989 as compared to the 1988 reason. r. 
&szr H. &%J!& and 8. b!zi& generally appeared early in the 
season; H. pin u s c Q  and n. frontalis were late-season 
species. 
3. m 1988, differences in tabanid abvndanoe between five 
habitats: vome, fen, bog, regrowth and road were revealed 
using a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis anelyeis. The fen was 
generally ranked highes t for tabnnid  abundansawhilo abundance 
in  the bog and road was often significantly lower than in  the  
other habitata. 
4 .  In 1989, a omparison between fen, woods and regrowth 
ranked tbe regrowth significantly lower than tha  other two 
habitats i n  te rns  of t o t a l  tabanid abundance; t h e  fen was 
always ranked highest on eaoh day of trapping. In a 
c ~ m p n ~ ~ ~ r i s ~ n  betwean bog, woods and road habi ta ts ,  no 
s igni f icant  differenoe was detected although catches from 
t raps  on the  road were ranked lowest on eaoh day. 
5. Of the four most cornonly trapped species, 6. 
showed a s l i g h t  preference for  open areas, 6. was 
trapped predominantly in  open habi ta ts ,  .€. frisidus and 6. 
appeared t o  be Preferentially although not 
exclusively sylvan. I t  would appear t h a t  clearing of forested 
land in  the  NW Gander study area leads t o  a change i n  species 
composition from species which are trapped predominantly i n  
wooded areas, 6. and 6. zinlalus, t o  preferent ia l ly  
apen-land species, r. and 6. -. Species of 
HYkmib3 ware trapped in  numbers too low f o r  analyeis.  
6. The Manitoba t r a p  used in  t h i s  study was s l i g h t l y  more 
eff ia ient  than t h e  Box trapa i n  ~ o l l a ~ t i n g  Hvbo.itro species 
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but was much less efficient for species. =he 
Manitoba trap collscted predominantly c. excitans whereas the 
BOX trap colleoted proportionally more r. -, C. 
and C. m. 
7 .  mare was a strong negative correlation between average 
daily trap catch and average wind velocity. No correlation 
was apparent betwean catch and average temperature or catch 
and target visibility. 
8.  Although a variety of factors may influence spatial 
distribution among different habitats, including proximity to 
larval  habitat^, ability to disperse from the larval to adult 
habitat and presenaa of nectar bources, the present study did 
not attempt to elucidate the effeot o f  such factors on tabanid 
distribution. However, more tabanids were collected from 
moist, mossy habitats (fan, woods, bog), which likely 
contained suitable larval habitats, than from the drier 
habitats (regrowth, road). 
9. Colle~tions with Manitoba and BOX traps indicate that 
there are differeno~~ in abundance and species conpsition 
batween habitats. However, this may not reflect differences 
in the degree of harassment experienced by woodland caribou in 
each of  the habitats studied. It is not known if certain 
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tabanid species are greater pests of caribou than others, or 
whether difrerenses in tabanid sbundansa between habitats are 
significant enough for oaribouto select habitats with a lower 
abundance as a response to harassment. since all the common 
tabanid species were trapped in each habitat, it appears they 
are equipped, to some degree, to locate host83 in both woodad 
and open habitats. 
10. Over 95k of the blaokfly collections consisted of 
Eusilnuliun -, a species which showed a marked 
preference for the fen habitat as opposed to a wooded area or 
regrowth. Distribution of this species may be related to the 
distribution of its hosts, usually waterfowl, along a aeries 
of lakes and wetlands which included the fan where trapping 
was carried out. 
11. The rssults of the blaokfly trapping support the idea 
that host-seeking flies do have habitats preferences or, at 
least, their ability to detect a host (trap) differ- in 
different habitats. 
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APPENDIX A 
The date, habi ta ts  sampled and t o t a l  number of tabanids collected 
during trapping a t  t h e  NW Gander study area i n  1988 and 1989. 
Colleations i n  1988 were made using nanitoba t raps  (except for 
J u l y  18 ) .  In 1989,  comparisons between di f ferent  types of 
habi ta ts  used Box traps; comparisons of the  same type of habitat 
used Manitoba traps. 
J u l y  
Ju ly  
J u l y  
J u l y  
J u l y  
J u l y  
Ju ly  
J u l y  
June 
J u n e  
J u l y  
JUly  
J u l y  
July 
JUly 
J u l y  
J u l y  
J u l y  
Habitats 
5,  1988 
8,  1988 
Regrowth. Fen, Woodr, Bog, Road 
Regrowth, Fen, woods, ~ o g ,  ~ o s d  
14, 1988 Regrowth, Pen, Woodr, Bog, Road 
16, 1988 Regrowth, Fen. Wooda, Bog, Road 
18, 1988 Regrowth, Fen, Woods, Bog, Road 
24, 1988 Regrowth, Fen, Woods, Bog, Road 
10. 1988 Three d i f ferent  wooded e i t e s  
18, 1988 Fen. Bog (Box traps) 
28, 1989 Fen, Woods, Regrowth 
30. 1989 Fen, Woods. Regrowth 
3, 1989 Fan, Woods. Regrowth 
10,  1989 Fen, Wooda, Regrowth 
16,  1989 Fen, Woods, Regrowth 
18,  1989 Bog, Woods, Road 
19, 1989 Bog, Woods, Road 
21, 1989 Bog, Woods, Road 
24, 1989 Bog, Woods, Road 
10. 1989 Three d i f ferent  wooded e i t e s  
13, 1989 Three d i f ferent  wooded s i t e s  
14, 1989 Three d i f ferent  wooded s i t e s  
16, 1989 Three d i f ferent  fens 
17. 1989 Three dif ferent  fans 
18. 1989 Thrae d i f ferent  fens 
J u l y  24, 1989 Three d i f ferent  regrowth areas 25 
JUly  26, 1989 Three d i f ferent  regrowth areas 
AUg. 1, 1989 
12 
Three d i f ferent  regrowth aeaae 5 
APPENDIX B 
The date, habitats sampled and t o t a l  number of b lackf l ies  collected 
during sampling a t  the NW Gander study area in  1989. 
Date Habitats Collection t silnuliidae 
Method 
June 15 Pen, Woods. R~arowth Stick" tram 2313 
June 16  en; woods; ~ e + r o v t h  s t i o k i  t r a b  - ~ - 
June 1 8  Pen, Woods, Regrowth Sticky t r a p  
211 
70 
June 20 Fen, Woods, Regrowth Sticky t r a p  
June 21 Fen, Woods, Regrowth Sticky t r a p  
312 
348 
June 15 Fen, Woode, Clearing landing counts 395 
June 16  Pen, Woods, c lear ing  Landing counts 182 
June  20 Pen, woods Landing counts 327 




